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PREFACE
Processing of materials with heat generated by localized
irradiation of electromagnetic energy provides some unique
opportunities in certain modern manufacturing systems. Some
results attainable by using the electromagnetic heating
techniques could not be reproduced with less sophisticated
heating methods. But the viability of electromagnetic heating
relies on the properties of the materials and many engineering
materials that are used extensively in mechanical design cannot
be heated by an electromagnetic field. Electrical properties
which govern the conversion efficiency from electromagnetic
energy to heat are: electrical conductivity (a- in mhos per
*
meter), complex dielectric permittivity (e = e
'
- je " - i n
farads per meter), and complex magnetic permeability
(y = y1 _ jy " - in henries per meter). Thermal factors which
influence temperature rise include specific heat (c - in Joules
per kilogram Kelvin degrees) and thermal conductivity (K - in
watts per meter Kelvin degrees).
Scientists'
and
engineers'
main interests in dielectric
properties of materials have been in the areas of insulation and
energy storage. Both of these applications share a goal of
minimizing energy losses (heat generation) when subjected to an
1 i
electromagnetic field. Many researchers have contributed to the
body of knowledge that is now accessible for inquiries into
individual material properties [1,2]. Considering composite
materials, however, studies as regards their material properties
are more involved and require unique and need-based research.
Until recently, applications for which the composite materials
are used required a knowledge of mechanical properties only. But
since the applications for composite materials have continued to
diversify, the need for experimentally verified theory and data
for electromagnetic properties of mixtures has warranted both
basic and applied research. One obvious example of the growing
need for the data on electromagnetic property of composites
pertains to electrical enclosures: As a replacement for metal
enclosures, the new plastics are required to provide protection
against electrostatic discharge and electromagnetic interference
- properties not available in "pure" plastics.
This work explores the feasibility of controlling the resultant
electromagnetic properties, specifically, dielectric properties
of a mixture derived from a basic plastic material. The
variables are: properties of individual mixture components,
percent by volume of each component, and shape of each component.
Unlike designs for insulation or capacitance which tend toward
minimum loss, the present designs will optimize the loss at a
i 1 1
particular frequency. The purpose for maximizing losses is to
exploit the industrial advantages relevant to processing methods
that use electromagnetic power input, including thermoformi ng ,
sealing, and packaging with plastic-based materials. As these
manufacturing processes rely on heat, if electromagnetic energy
conversion is adopted, it is essential to study the material loss
factor to ascertain the extent to which the incident
electromagnetic energy is converted to heat in the composite
material. The loss factor is determined by the electrical
conductivity -o and the reactive part of the complex permittivity
- because only nonmagnetic materials were considered (y* = y ,
where y is the magnetic permeability of free space). The
present effort was to develop a composite material with a
prescribed dielectric loss factor for efficient electromagnetic
heating. The work does not investigate magnetic loss
characteristics, but such an investigation would follow the same
approach chosen for dielectric loss investigation.
Three theoretical dielectric mixture models were compared with
measured data generated from samples in order to determine the
theory with closest agreement to measurements. Parameters in one
of the theoretical models were chosen to fit experimentally
determined curves of dielectric constant and loss factor versus
filler volume fraction. The resulting expression was used to
1 v
predict the complex di el ect ric permi tti vi ty of mixtures
containing various conductive fillers in polystyrene. The
temperature rise of the composite materials was predjcte-d for
exposure to electromagnetic energy at a given frequency, power
level, and duration.
ABSTRACT
The present work was undertaken to enhance the productivity of
manufacturing operations that involve heating materials by
increasing the possibilities for electromagnetic heat processing
of materials. The approach taken was to design a composite
material with suitable mixture formulae to have prescribed
electromagnetic loss characteristics.
Investigation began by surveying industrial uses of electro
magnetic energy in heat processing of materials. From
applications, the survey shifted to electromagnetic properties of
materials with focus upon dielectric properties of materials.
Several techniques were considered for altering the dielectric
properties of a lossless plastic and the approach chosen was to
dilute the base plastic with a lossy particulate. Investigation
continued in the area of dielectric properties of mixtures and
theoretical calculations of dielectric constant and loss factor
were compared for various mixture theories.
Dielectric samples were prepared and tested to compare
theoretical mixture formulae calculations with experimental
results of the dielectric constant and loss factor. Polystyrene
was chosen for the base plastic because of its low loss
VI
characteristics and because it is relatively inexpensive and
widely used. Aluminum was chosen for the loading material
because of its loss characteristic and because a readily
available supply of controlled shape and size existed. Three
shapes ("sphere", disc, needle) of aluminum were compounded with
the styrene at three (4, 11, 18) percent volume loadings. The
mixtures were injection molded into dielectric specimen discs and
silver electrodes were applied to the specimen faces.
Samples measurements were made with Hewlett-Packard impedance
analyzers and a modified General Radio micrometer electrode at
discrete frequencies up to 100 MHz. A lumped element circuit
model was developed for the fixtures and the fringe capacitance
was empirically derived. A control-C program was written to
extract dielectric constant and loss factor of the sample from
the measured values of impedance.
The results were compared with theory and discussed with respect
to practical implications and continued work. Temperature rise
of the loaded materials was predicted for localized irradiation
with long wavelength electromagnetic energy for three filler
types.
VI l
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INTRODUCTION
There are a number of fundamental manufacturing operations which
rely upon the controlled generation of heat for successful
application. Some of those more frequently encountered are:
seal i ng/ joi ni ng , curing/drying, mol di ng/thermoformi ng , and
chemical processing and recovery. Over the years several
techniques for generating heat in the manufacturing process have
evolved. Heated platens serve the bulk of sealing applications
especially in packaging systems. Hot air systems are involved in
most drying applications. Other techniques include infrared,
electrical resistance, friction, open flame, and electromagnetic
heating.
The industrial advantages associated with electromagnetic heating
have led to gains in productivity which should expand its use as
a manufacturing process. Because heat is generated to a greater
degree within the bulk of the material to be heated instead of
being supplied from the outside surface by infrared radiation,
conduction or convection, the electromagnetic heating process is
generally faster, more uniform, and more efficient than those
technologies. In some areas such as food processing or drying,
electromagnetic heating techniques provide cleaner operation in a
more compact design. Other advantages include relatively low
maintenance and the fact that no contact is necessary between the
power source and part (solution, web, etc.) to be heated.
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There are three categories of heating with long wavelength
electromagnetic energy:
1. Induction heating
2. Dielectric heating
3. Mi crow ave heating
At low frequencies (60Hz - 27MHz) induction - noncontact heating
is widely used for heating of so called "good
conductor"
materials (conductivities in the range from that of graphite -
4 7
a = 2 x 10 mho/m to that of silver -a = 6 x 10 mho/rn).
Manufacturing applications range from metal melting and heat
treating to fiber optics and crystal growing to bottle cap
sealing [3-7]. Materials having ^ery low electrical conductivity
could be candidates for induction heating provided the materials
exhibit high magnetic losses {\x " /\i ' >_0.1 where y
'
and
represent the real and reactive components of the complex
magnetic permeability). However, many nonconducti ve magnetic
materials exhibit low Curie temperature above which magnetic
permeability drops to a value equal to that of air and heating
effectively ceases.
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At higher frequencies (27 MHz - 300 MHz), dielectric heating has
been used for heating so called "lossy dielectrics" (e"/e' >. 0.1
where and
e"
represent the real and reactive components of the
complex permittivity) [1,4,7-9]. Most industrial equipment has
been designed to operate around a narrow band of frequencies
usually centered on 13.56 MHz and 27.12 MHz. Manufacturing
applications include seal i ng/ joi ni ng , drying, and thermof ormi ng.
The material most often processed with the aid of dielectric
heating techniques is polyvi nyl chl oride (PVC) in thin sheets -
sometimes referred to as in "web" form.
Microwave processing of materials involves electromagnetic energy
applied at higher frequencies. The most common center
frequencies are 915 MHz and 2.45 GHz but microwave heating
experiments have been investigated at 28 GHz [10] and 60 GHz
[11]. Although many applications have been demonstrated
[9,12-15] in the lab or pilot plant, only a few; (e.g., rubber
vulcanization [16], drying [13], food processing [17,18]) are in
full production. However, because of large investments in time
and money necessary for truly unique microwave processing
expertise, the real economic success stories are generally not
published due to proprietary reasons.
Although industrial use of electromagnetic heating technology has
expanded in the last decade, several factors have slowed the rate
for developing new applications. Some of those factors are:
. Understanding and practical implementation requires an
interdisciplinary approach involving electrical and mechanical
engineering, thermodynamics, chemistry and physics'.
. Only a small subset of the available engineering materials have
properties which lend themselves to heating with electro
magnetic energy.
. Material electromagnetic properties vary significantly with
changing frequency and/or changing temperature.
. Most industrial equipment operates at a single frequency.
. Lack of an accurate theory for material properties of mixtures
which accounts for shape factor.
The objective of this work was to extend the range of suitable
materials by altering the properties of low loss materials to
enable heat processing with electromagnetic energy. This goal
deals with the second item mentioned above. Although the
frequency range under consideration was 1 MHz to 10 GHz, specific
frequencies were of practical importance because of the
"off-the-shelf"
availability of heating equipment at those
frequencies. Investigations into the feasibility of induction
heating applications centered on the two frequencies of 450 KHz
and 10 MHz. The frequencies 27 MHz and 100 MHz were considered
for dielectric heating and 2.45 GHz was important because of
available microwave equipment.
As a further goal, this investigation sought to control the
electromagnetic properties of materials by design according to
prevailing theory. By choosing the appropriate additive, the
resulting properties should vary gradually with frequency and
temperature - not abruptly - so that during a dielectric or
microwave heating cycle, minimum shifts in the load impedance are
experienced. Those two goals address the third and fifth
problems mentioned above.
Optimum Properties and Method
Optimization of material properties involves trade-off between
mechanical properties (such as toughness and tensile strength)
and electromagnetic properties (such as dielectric loss) and
thermal properties (such as specific heat and thermal
conductivity). From an electromagnetic viewpoint, materials
after alteration should possess high loss - in the form of D.C.
conductivity -a, dielectric loss tangent -e"/E', magnetic loss
tangent y "A1 ' . or any combination. High loss provides more
dissipation of power within the material and greater temperature
rise when subjected to electromagnetic radiation. Optimum
thermal properties include low specific heat coupled with low
mass density for higher temperature rise for a given input power
density and low thermal conductivity for minimized conductive
heat losses. Mechanical property requirements are application
dependent and are generally specified in terms of a minimum
acceptable tensile strength or modulus and flexural strength or
brittleness. The material alteration process should not
significantly degrade tensile strength or compromise toughness to
the point that the material is unable to withstand working
stresses. In some applications, a reduction in tensile strength
of 50% might be transparent to the material end use, while for
others, a 20% reduction could be intolerable.
There are at least three feasible approaches for generating lossy
material from non-lossy material. One method involves the
creation of new polymeric materials having predetermined number
of dipole moments per unit volume based upon the models of Debye,
[19], Wagner [20], Frohlich [21], and others [22,23]. This
method is heavily dependent on prior knowledge of chemistry and
polymeric material science and requires many simplifying
assumptions regarding dipole density which are not valid for
densities encountered in most useful materials. Another approach
involves chemical additives which may exist as separate phases
within the material or may find bond sites along the polymeric
backbone in which case the molecular structure is altered.
Problems associated with this method include material
incompatibility, lack of permanence, and a non predictability
due to the absence of a theoretical model.
The preferred engineering implementation is therefore to evolve a
dielectric mixture which contains lossy inclusions. The energy
absorbing media in the resulting composite material could be
metals, high-loss plastics, allotropes of carbon such as graphite
or solid electrolytes. The bulk properties of the composite can
be predicted according to one of the mixture formulas knowing the
properties of the individual components. An accurate mixture
model allows properties of the mixture to be designed with
relative simplicity so this approach provides an effective
alternative to realize a lossy polymeric material.
The scope of the research relates to choosing a relatively
inexpensive, popular engineering plastic and modifying it with
nonmagnetic lossy dielectric inclusions of known size, shape and
volume percent. The resulting lossy dielectric composite so
designed should permit practical electromagnetic heat processing
at specific frequencies. Practical considerations from a
manufacturing standpoint dictate production rates of between 60
and 200 parts per minute corresponding to heating rates from room
temperature to melt* or fusion temperature in 0.10 to 0.33
seconds.
OPTIMUM FILLER:
Optimization of the mixture system will take into account end
product requirements and manufacturabi 1 ity . Constraints on end
product use might include specifications for mechanical
properties such as strength and toughness, thermal properties
such as thermal conductivity, and electrical properties such as
volume resistivity. Specifications for composites could include
property stability and uniformity throughout the volume and
resistance to environmental stresses such as shock, heat, light
and high humidity.
Considerations for manufacturabi 1 i ty must include preprocessing
steps such as acquisition of consistent raw materials, repeatable
compounding, extruding, and/or molding in order to create the
composite. Heating of the composite should be possible at a rate
consistent with high speed manufacturing while maintaining
temperature profile requirements. Capital equipment costs and
availability as well as reliability and maintainability must be
investigated before choosing a mixture system so that development
and rework can be minimized.
Three factors which have the significant impact upon successful
mixture results are: the particulate material properties, the
percent loading by volume of the particulate (and to a lesser
degree the size and shape), and the power source and frequency of
applied electromagnetic energy. Consideration must be given to
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choosing power source and frequency because mixture loss
characteristics will vary with frequency and the nature of the
applied energy - whether dominated by a magnetic field as in
induction heating equipment, an electric field as in dielectric
heating equipment, or when coupled fields exist as in microwave
heating equipment. Induction heating equipment is generally
operated at frequencies below 30 MHz. Some applications use
frequencies in the 5-10 MHz range and a large number of bottle
cap sealers use 450 KHz equipment. Therefore, because of the
availability of commercial equipment, and familiarity with the
equipment from a maintenance viewpoint, the two frequencies of
450 KHz and 10 MHz were chosen for investigating optimization
around induction heating.
Much of the dielectric heating activity in manufacturing is
centered on the Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) frequency
band at 27.12 MHz. There are a number of vendors which supply
and service this equipment. In addition, the level of
engineering and maintenance expertise has been built up over the
years from designing and maintaining 27.12 MHz systems used
mainly for processing of poly vi nyl chl oride (PVC or vinyl).
Another frequency of interest for dielectric heating is 100 MHz
because most polymer losses are greater at higher frequencies.
Dielectric heating at frequencies above 100 MHz is less important
because wavelengths comparable to part dimensions give rise to
field nonuni formi ties and conduction and radiation losses can be
significant.
Industrial microwave heating applications are dominated by work
at 915 MHz and 2.45 GHz. Material properties at those two ISM
bands should be investigated as well. The availability of
equipment and the economies of scale brought on by the home
microwave oven warrants serious consideration in design of lossy
materials for microwave heat processing. The scope of the
present work, however shall be limited to investigations into the
use of induction or dielectric heating equipment. Therefore, the
four frequencies of interest are 450 KHz, 10 MHz, 28 MHz, and
100 MHz based on equipment availability and past engineering and
maintenance familiarity.
Mixture optimization is influenced by modifier material
properties as well as host -modifier interactions (surface
effects). Assuming one starts with a relatively lossless base
material (general purpose polystyrene in this work), the modifier
is chosen to maximize mixture temperature rise for a given time
and amount of electromagnetic energy input. The desirable
properties for loading material are therefore high dielectric
loss factor and minimum mass density and specific heat. At the
same time that heat is generated in the material as fast as
possible, one tries to minimize temperature gradients and heat
loss due to conduction. Here, the thermal conductivity is chosen
small to prevent heat loss but not so small that temperature
uniformity throughout the heated area is not attainable.
Additional properties for the optimized mixture include
wetability or the degree to which the loading material adheres to
-10'
the base material, mechanical strength and toughness integrity,
and property stability over time with stress. Ideally, an
electromagnetic modifier should allow for simple and- inexpensive
compounding and extruding or molding. One should be able to use
equipment common to existing polymer blending operations without
having to contend with problems created by excessive wear on the
equipment components. Finally, in the area of loading material,
if desirable electromagnetic response is found to be material
shape dependent, one should secure a relatively inexpensive and
consistent supply of materials having the desired shape.
The most important factor for mixing is the percent by volume of
the modifier or particulate loading material. A balance must be
maintained between the optimum mechanical properties for end use
and the desirable electrical properties for heat processing with
electromagnetic energy. For the case of dielectric heating of
conductor-dielectric mixtures, one should avoid operation in the
realm of the percolation concentration [24] because the onset of
electrode to electrode continuity would result in severe field
gradients and severe temperature gradients with possible
electrode damage and power supply failure. Exceeding the
percolation threshold could aid in processing with induction
heating equipment provided that the work coil (energy applicator)
design maintained constant field intensity in the heating zone.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL DIELECTRIC MODELS
OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS: A REVIEW
Dielectric Response
The response of homogeneous materials to applied electric fields
has been covered extensively in the literature [25-29], Most of
the work sought to explain macrosocopic behavior; i.e.,
permittivity, in terms of microscopic quantities (e.g., average
dipole moment and number of dipoles per unit volume). The Debye
model [19] describes materials in terms of individual dipole
moments containing variable charge separation in a viscous
medium. A dipole subjected to an electric field would tend to
align itself and elongate in the direction of the applied field
in a finite time. When the externally applied field is removed,
the dipole "relaxes" to the initial state according to an
exponential decay. The time constant for exponential decay is
referred to as the relaxation time, t . The relaxation behavior
for a single dipole, or a volume filled with identical
non-interacting dipoles having the same orientation would yield
the classical Debye response:
oo 5
(II. D
1 + JOJT
p
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where e is the complex permittivity, e is the
permittivity at infinite frequency, e is the static or D.C.
permittivity, w is the applied radian frequency, andT is the
relaxation time for the particular dipole structure.
The following equalities are listed to clarify terminology used
i n the 1 iterature.
* _
e
11
e
eo
e
r
*
K
K'
K"
tan6
-
JE'
*
(II. 2)
eo er
*
Eo K
(K1
- jK") (used primarily in this report)
q
(K'
-
jK' tan 6) (II. 3)
e
(K'
" J a )
we,
Eo (K- + Ks K j (Ks- Kj Tp) (II. 4)
1 + 2 2 1 + 2 2
real part of the complex permittivity
imaginary part of the complex permittivity
permittivity of free space
(8.8542 x 10-i^ Farads/meter)
complex relative permittivity (dimensi onl ess )
* *
complex dielectric constant (K = cr )
dielectric constant
loss factor
loss tangent ( t a n 6 = e
" K"
= g ) (1 1.5)"K-1"
coe K
'
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a
= conductivity (mhos/meter)
K$ = static (D.C.) dielectric constant
K = dielectric constant at infinite frequency.
The conductivity term in the expression for loss tangent (II. 5)
makes no distinction between long range free charge carrier
motion (D.C. conductivity) and short range dipolar or confined
charge motion (A.C. conductivity minus D.C. conductivity). Both
short and long range charge motion are accounted for in the
following expression which is only valid at non zero frequencies.
K"
= oj >0
a) e.
(II. 6)
Figure 1 plots the real and imaginary parts of the complex
dielectric constant versus frequency described by expression II. 4
with K = 3.5, K = 1, and relaxation time of 10 /2 tt seconds .
s
In much of the literature the change in dielectric properties
versus frequency is referred to as dielectric dispersion or
relaxation.
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Figure 1: Debye Dielectric Response (1-Pole)
All materials show more than one relaxation mechanism at work
simultaneously due to the presence of more than one dipole
characterization within the molecular structure [lj. Electron
clouds can be displaced with respect to their nuclei with
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relaxation time constants on the order of 10 seconds. Another
polarization mechanism is represented by atomic or bound ionic
nuclei displacement with respect to the latice. Relaxation time
constants for such dipole motion would be on the order of
10 seconds. Lower frequency dispersions have been measured
and predicted over a range of frequencies corresponding to
relaxation times of between hundreds of microseconds to hundreds
of picoseconds. The polarization phenomena in this range are
-15-
molecular in scope, meaning that molecules within the material
are displaced with respect to one another when subjected to an
electric field.
The mechanism of dispersion is important for this work because
maximum power dissipation or heat generation within the composite
material occurs at maximum loss tangent (expression II. 5).
Combining expressions II. 4 and II. 5 yields an expression for the
loss tangent of a material which behaves according to the
classical Debye Model.
tan 6
(Ks ' K>r
I + CO2 T 2
r
K + K - K
oo 5 oo
(II. 7)
1 + CO2! 2
r
After taking the derivative of the above expression and setting
it equal to zero, the maximum loss tangent is found at the radian
frequency :
LO
m ^W (II. 8)
The dipoles responsible for a one hundred microsecond relaxation
time would be made up of a fairly long and bulky molecular chain,
while reorienting a short, side chain in a complex polymer
structure could account for a one hundred picosecond relaxation
time, yery low frequency relaxation phenomena occur due to
interfacial charge layers in heterogeneous materials [26,30,31].
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Figure 2 shows dielectric dispersion versus frequency for a
hypothetical polymer having a static permittivity of 3.5, and
relaxation mechanisms at 1, 107, 1012, and
1015
cycles per
second.
DEBYE RESPONSE
4 POLE
i 2.500
| 1.000
Q
I ~-\ . .
VJ
r-v.
S\ K"
1.0E-01 l.QE+Cl 1.0E+03 1.0E+05 1 .OE+071 E*09 l.OE+11 1 0E+I3 l OE+15
Frequency
Figure 2: Debye Dielectric Response (4-Pole)
In a typical polymeric structure the molecular or ori entati onal
dipole responses overlap yielding a broad response [27];
discrete peaks in the reactive part of the complex permittivity
would not be distinguishable.
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Physical Dielectric Mixtures
Early investigators endeavored to express the dielectric
properties of mixtures in terms of the individual component
properties, volume ratios, and shapes [32-36]. Recent work
specifically addresses the topic of heterogeneous media
dielectric properties in the complex frequency domain [37-40].
Some authors have derived expressions for the permittivity of
mixtures and shown verification with data on the static (D.C.)
dielectric constant published in the literature [34,41-48]. Some
results are extended to include lossy media (having complex
permittivity) with little or no experimental verification shown.
In fact, nearly all mixture formulae comparisons with published
data deal only with the low frequency (static) dielectric
constant and not with the complex permittivity in the frequency
domain. The present work focuses more upon the reactive (loss
indicative) component of the complex permittivity.
Completely random mixtures share three properties: role
symmetry, invariance to mixing by stages, and proportionality
[37]. Role symmetric mixtures contain components that occupy
random sized sub-volumes. The roles that are interchanged in a
two component role symmetric mixture are that of host and
inclusion (which occurs at any localized volume fraction of
inclusion greater than 0.5).
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Invariance to mixing by stages implies identical results
independent of whether or not intermediate steps were taken in
achieving the mixture; the mixture is characterized only by the
individual component and the respective volume ratios.
Mixtures behave according to the property of proportionality when
the overall mixture property level can be scaled by a constant
just by scaling each of the individual components by the same
constant .
ae
m
a
'i
f (ae.)
mixture permittivity
constant
f = mixture formula or function
,th
permittivity of the i component of n components
The Wiener limits [49] establish bounds for the dielectric
properties of mixtures.
vi
= m -
< Z v i fci
(II. 9)
i
.th
v is the volume fraction of the i component of the mixture.
i
The upper Wiener bound has been compared with parallel connected
dielectrics while the lower bound compares with series connected
dielectrics. Statistically, the Wiener limits represent the
unlikely events that all components completely separate from one
another and form strata parallel with (upper bound) or
perpendicular to (lower bound) the applied electric field.
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The theory which takes into account the random and statistical
nature of mixtures is that proposed by Lichtenecker and Rother
[50,51].
em
" Zviei (11.10)
p = constant
- 1 1 p 1 1
The two extremes values of -p yield the Wiener limits
(expression II. 9). When p = 0, the expression results in the
logarithmic law of mixing.
n e.
i
1 (11.11)
Recently, some authors have modified Li chtenecker ' s logarithmic
law (Expression 11.10) by combining with Fricke's formula [47] or
using a weighted geometric mean technique [48] in order to
account for particle shape.
The expression first derived by Bruggeman [52] was for spherical
inclusions. Other formulae for mixtures containing ellipsoidal
inclusions have been derived based on principles of electrostatic
fields [25,27]. The effects of particle eccentricity are
accounted for in terms of a depolarization factor which results
from solving the electrostatic field problem for ellipsoids in a
surrounding dielectric medium.
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Figure 3 shows an ellipsoidal particle in order to clarify axes
orientation. The x,y, and z axes were chosen to coincide with
the particle axes.
Figure 3: Coordinate Diagram for Shaped Filler Particle
The depolarization along any given axis of an ellipsoid has been
shown to be [36,37]:
Ai =
Ai
abc / ds
2 (s+i2)((s+a2)(s+b2)(s+c2))1/2
(11.12)
th
depolarization along the i axis of
the ellipsoid
i = a ,b ,c
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a b c
a,b,c = axes of the ellipsoid
(11.13)
Conductor-Dielectric Mixtures
In modeling the conductor-insulator mixture, two basic approaches
have been pursued: One involves treatment of dielectric behavior
entirely independent from conductive effects [52-57] and the
other uses expressions for complex dielectric properties
previously mentioned where the conductive phase is treated as a
lossy dielectric [58-63]. In the second case mentioned, the
theories for purely dielectric mixtures were generalized to ^/ery
high loss materials; (e.g., conductors) and the limit of the
permittivity of the mixture was calculated for the permittivity
of the conductor approaching infinity. Thus, a mathematical
justification for decoupling the dielectric constant from the
loss factor has been made- In most cases, it appears that only
the static (D.C. or very low frequency) behavior of dielectric-
conductor mixtures has been investigated in terms of a lossless,
static permittivity, e , and D.C. conductivity, a . The
relative change in the two parameters, with change in percent by
volume of the conductor particulate in the dielectric host, has
been modeled separately.
-22
Dielectric Mixture Model Used By Frame and Tedford [55]:
Frame and Tedford [55] have applied the results of Lai and
Parshad [59] for static permittivity and Scarisbrick [53] and
Kusy [54] for static resistivity of films made up of al kyd resin
and graphite. The expression for static permittivity is based
upon effective medium theory and takes into account shape of the
conductive particulate.
ms
2l/(i-,)
B (11.14)
ms
2s
B
B
static permittivity of the mixture
Static permittivity of the dielectric host
volume fraction of conductive filler
shape factor
1
EA,"1
3
i = a , b , c
,th
A. = depolarization along the i axis
1 ( Expressi on 11.14)
a,b,c = axes of the ellipsoid (Fig. 3)
When a = b (spheroids) ,
let A = A, = A and
a b
this yields, from 11.15
A = 1 - 2A or
c
A = 1 - A_
(11.15)
(11.16)
(11.17)
and B = j 3Ac + 1U(l-Ar))
(11.18)
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Def i ne e =
a
When e > 1, the particles are prolate spheroids or sometimes
referred to as rods or needles. In that case, the depolarization
along the c-axis can be computed [37].
en
- 1
e2
- 1
+ e ln(e + (e2 - 1)1/2)
(e2
-
l)3'2
(11.19)
When e < 1, the particles are oblate spheroids, sometimes
referred to as discs, plates, or flakes.
'cf J - e cos (e)
1 - e (1-e2)3/2
(11.20)
When a = b = c, the particle is a sphere or cube and
A = Au = A =1a b c 3
es e2s'/ (1
-
Vl)J
(sphere) (11.21)
Scan'
sbri ck
'
s [53] model of D.C. conductivity in a random mixture
is based upon the probability that a random conduction path
exists between two faces of a unit cube of the material. The
probability of conduction is the product of the probabilities of
three independent randon events: the probability of choosing a
conductive particle at a random point in the matrix, the
probability that a chain of conductive particles bridges an
-24.
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Combining the results of Lai and Parshad for the dielectric
constant (expression 11.16) and Scarisbrick and Kusy for the
conductivity (expression 11.26) together with expression II. 6 for
the loss factor gives an expression for the complex permittivity.
m
m
2 pvl
e2
" J C o, v, (v, )
B"
-2/3
'1 1 vvl
(1- vx) LO
2 pVl
- J CSj Vl (Vl)
L
-2/3
(1- v,) G0
(11.26)
(11.27)
Li chtenecker ' s Dielectric Mixture Model Used By Wallin [37]:
Li chtenecker ' s [50] mixture relation (expression 11.10) was used
to describe dielectric data of oil shale [37] for spherical
particles in isotropic media. The depolarization, A. (=1/3 for
spheres), was related to the factor - p in expression 11.10 by:
1 - 2A.
1/3 for spheres
(11.28)
Therefore, for a dielectric - conductor mixture made up of
spherical inclusions, Lichtenecker's expression becomes:
em
m
*
=
(Vl(l*)1/3
+
(l-v1)(^2*)1/3)3
(11.29)
*
-
(v^O1'3 +
d-v1)(K2*)1/3)3
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m(11.30)
(Vjtl -jOj
)1/3
+
v2(K2'
-
jK2")1/3)3
to e
Dielectric Mixture Model Used by Kisdnasamy and Neel akantaswamy
[47]:
Kisdnasamy and Neel akantaswamy
'
s [47] expression for mixture
permittivity combines the formulations of Fricke [32,33] and
Lichtenecker and Rother [50,51] to produce a statistical mixture
model which accounts for particle shape. The results were used
to predict complex permittivity for time varying behavior of
human blood and compared favorably to experimental data [64,65],
The expression is given below:
1 2 (1 + XV1) +
22
x(1 " Vl}
e? (1 - v,) + e*9 (x + v,)
*vi *(l-v1) * *
M^j e2 (x (1 - vx) + e2 vx
(11.31)
(11.32)
* *
) - e e' 1 2
* *
e2 1 Vl^
" vl^ " e
fVj *d-v1)
m-1
m^l
2
> *
2
(11.33)
(11.34)
2
1/2
> e
1
m =
g2 1 - (l-g) sin~x(g)
g
(11.35)
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9 = c-a
c
g = c-a
c>a (needle)
c<a (flake)
(11.36)
(11.37)
a,b,c = axes of the ellipsoid
where a = b
* * *
1 ' 2 ' m
= complex permittivity of
conductor, dielectric, composite
v, = volume fraction of conductor
in the composite
For spherical particles g = 0 (i.e., a = b = c).
THERMAL PROPERTIES
In order to predict temperature rise and uniformity throughout a
metal filled part, one needs to theoretically determine specific
heat and thermal conductivity. Because the specific heat term
involves no energy transport, the mixture value is just a linear
combination of the specific heats of the individual components
adjusted by the weight fraction.
Mm
m cm ATmmm m
ATm
cm
=
WQ2
mm,m1,m2
c mc 1C 2
Ql + Q,
m, c , AT , + m2c2 AT2
(11.38
AT. AT.
wlcl + W2C2 (11.39)
heat energy input to mixture,
to component 1, to component 2
total mass, mass of component 1, mass of
component 2
specific heat of mixture, of component 1 , of
component 2
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AT
Wj.Wg
change in temperature
weight fraction of component 1, component 2
(11.40)m 1
m, + m2
pl Vl
m
pl Vl (H-41)
pl vl + P2 v2
Similarly for w2
Pm Pl' P2
V V2
density of the mixture,
component -1, component -2
vol ume fraction of
component -1, component -2
Substituting expression 11.41 and a similar equation for w? in
expression 11.39 yields the specific heat of the composite in
terms of the volume fractions of each component.
Cm = Wl + P2V2C2 (n-42>
plVl + p2v2
Heat conduction behaves according to nearly the same physical
laws as electrical conduction but with different constants and so
should therefore conform to the same mixture formulae as those
derived for electrical conduction.
Lewis and Nielsen [66,67] modified the equations of Hal pin [68]
and Tsai [69] for thermal conductivity of mixtures and showed
agreement with experimental results for aluminum spheres and rods
embedded in rubber. Their results are reproduced here.
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K2 1 + EF Vj
1> vl
k - 1
Kl " K2
Kj + AK2
1 + ( 1 - vlm) Vl
(11.43)
(11.44)
(11.45)
(11.46)
lm
Km'Kl'K 2
= thermal conductivity of the matrix,
component -1 (dispersed phase), component -2
(continuous phase)
shape/dispersion constant
Einstein coefficient
lm maximum packing fraction of component -1(dispersed phase)
volume fraction of component -1 in the mixture
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CHAPTER III
ELECTROMAGNETIC POWER DISSIPATION
The degree to which electromagnetic power impinging on the
composite material is converted to heat depends upon the bulk
properties of the material, as well as the nature of the applied
field. Electromagnetic energy coupling efficiency is a function
of dispersed particle shape and orientation and field source
impedance despite the fact that particle size may be very much
smaller than the free space wavelength of the applied energy.
But one would also expect a maximum in the power absorption curve
to occur when the particle long dimension is an integral half
wavelength of the applied field.
This work emphasizes induction and dielectric heating techniques
where filler particle dimensions (maximum fiber length = 0.080")
are very much smaller than the free space wavelength of the
applied energy
(118"
at 100 MHz). In the analysis of heating
small regions (as compared to the wavelength) of composite
material, one can use circuit analysis techniques because of the
static nature of the electromagnetic fields [70]. The electric
field is the negative gradient of the scalar potential.
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DIELECTRIC HEATING
TO
DIELECTRIC
GENERATOR
/v.
DIELECTRIC
ELECTRODES
ELECTRODES
COMPOSITE
WEB
ELECTRIC
FIELD
WEB
MOTION
A= ELECTRODE
AREA
Figure 4: Dielectric Heating Configuration
Figure 4 shows a scheme for heating a thin composite web by
impressing a large alternating electric field across the web.
The dielectric generator represents a high power, high frequency
oscillator (e.g., 5 KW , 100 MHz). The electrical model for the
material lumps D.C. and A.C. conductivity effects into one loss
term. The capacitor admittance is calculated by:
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*
j^G
d
A
jw(e i
-j
e ") A
(III.l)
j coe 'A + coe "A
d d
J me 'A (III. 2)
= j^C + G
The power dissipation is calculated knowing the voltage impressed
across the web. The limiting value of input power is determined
by the maximum allowed voltage based on corona or air ionization
for thick webs or dielectric breakdown for thin webs.
ue" /E . E* dv
2
(III. 3)
we"Ad (E|
coe" A V
2
V^G
V
(III. 4)
G = web conductance
C = web capacitance
P = power dissipated between the electrodes
to = radian frequency of applied energy
V = voltage across the electrodes
|E| = magnitude of the electric field between the electrodes
d = distance between the electrodes
A = area of the electrodes
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
This chapter summarizes the work in choosing materials for the
base and filler to make up the lossy composite. Sample
preparation and measurement techniques are discussed in terms of
the possible effects on testing results.
Three volume percents of filler were chosen based on a decoupled
logarithmic law of mixing to yield order of magnitude changes in
the loss factor or reactive part of the complex permittivity of
the resulting mixture. The loadings were: 4, 11, and 18 percent
by volume of aluminum in polystyrene. Three filler shapes were
chosen to investigate depolarization effects upon dielectric
constant and loss factor of the resulting composite. The shapes
were: high aspect ratio needles, low aspect ratio discs, and
spheres (aspect ratio equal to unity).
SAMPLE MATERIALS AND PREPARATION
General purpose polystyrene was chosen as the base plastic
material because of its low cost, widespread use and
availability, and very low electromagnetic loss characteristics
in the frequency range of interest. The material was Lustrex
H.H-101 purchased from Monsanto Company.
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The experimental electromagnetic filler material was aluminum
particles chosen primarily because of the availability of
consistent sizes and shapes. The unshaped particles, referred to
as spheres or powder, were supplied by Alcan Aluminum
Corporation. The mesh sizes used to screen the spheres were -50
and +80 which yields particle size in the range of 297-177
microns or 0.012 -0.007 inch. The shaped particles, referred to
as needles and discs, were supplied by Transmet Corporation. The
needles were type B-102 with specified length equal to 0.039 inch
and diameter equal to 0.0028 inch which yields length/diameter
ratio of 14. The discs were type K-109 having specified
thickness of 0.0012 inch and diameter of 0.020 inch yielding a
thickness to diameter ratio of 0.06. The tables in Appendix I
list the properties of the individual components and Appendix II
shows reproductions of magnified photographs of aluminum powder,
needle, and flake samplings. Information on particle dimension
gained from the photographs was used to adjust the calculated
aspect ratios used in theoretical calculatons of dielectric
mixture properties.
Samples were prepared by converting percent by volume to percent
by weight from information on component density supplied by the
vendors and weighing out correct proportions of polystyrene
pellets and aluminum filler into a mixing bucket.
w. Vi Vi (iv. 1)
plvl + p2V2
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w. = weight percent of component - 1
V V2
P i P 2 ' P
volume percent of components 1, 2
density of components 1, 2 and the mixture
The hand mixed materials were then poured into a Brabender single
screw extruder. A three-eighths inch diameter rod of the blended
mixture was extruded by the Brabender. The rods were pushed into
a grinder in order to prepare the mixtures for injection molding.
Parts injection molded from the various blends included a 0.062
inch (nominal), two inch diameter disc (for dielectric testing),
a six inch "dogbone" (for tensile testing), and a four inch
f 1 exure bar.
The two inch diameter discs were ground to within 0.001 inch of
flat and then spray coated (each side) with a silver loaded
conductive paint (Dupont conductive silver composition #4817;
bulk resistivity = 3.10 ohm-cm). Paint thickness ranged from
0.001 inch to 0.002 inch thick per side-
Thicker two-inch diameter samples (0.175 inch thick) were
injection molded at a later date in order to reduce the
probability of electrical continuity from sample face to sample
face. The maximum metal particle dimension was the length of the
aluminimum needles - 0.08 inch determined from the photograph in
Appendix II. It was recognized that the 0.062 inch thickness of
the first set of samples added an unwanted volumetric constraint
upon the molded part (the sample thickness is less than the
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maximum filler dimension) that yielded a nonstati sti cal
dispersion of the metal particles within. It was reasoned that a
sample thickness greater than two times the maximum filler
particle dimension (2 x 0.08 in. = 0.16 in.) would satisfy all
volumetric requirements for random particle dispersion and
orientation within the composite. Parts thicker than .175 inch
were not considered because of the inability of the
instrumentation to resolve the resistive component at such high
impedance 1 evel s .
The thicker parts were molded in a 0.175 inch thick cavity in
order to allow for any part warpage and local or overall
shrinkage. The parts were machined to a nominal 0.163 inch
thickness within 0.005 inch. The samples were spray coated with
silver paint, both sides, with approximately 0.001 to 0.002 inch
thickness.
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Mechanical properties of the aluminum filled polystyrene samples
were tested to quantify composite material degradation versus
filler loading level. Tensile tests were performed according to
ASTM method D638 with type-1 specimens. An extensometer was
attached to the samples to monitor elongation as the crossheads
separated at a rate of 0.05 inch per minute. Plots of stress
versus strain from a chart recorder were used to calculate
modulus of elasticity.
Flexural properties were tested according to ASTM method D790
method 1, procedure A. The sample support span was two inches
and the crosshead was forced into the sample at a rate of 0.05
inch per minute. Chart records of crosshead position versus
force were used to calculate flexural modulus of elasticity.
The complex permittivity of each sample (including dielectric
constant and loss factor) was determined from measurements
performed at room temperature with Hewlett-Packard Impedance
Analyzers (HP 4191A, HP 4192A) and a modified General Radio
Micrometer Electrode (GR 1690).
Low frequency measurements were performed with an HP 4192A at
450 KHz, 500 KHz, 10 MHz, and 12 MHz. The HP 4191A was used for
high frequency measurements at 28 MHz, 32 MHz, 90 MHz, and
100 MHz. Residual inductance, resistance, and stray and fringe
capacitances were accounted for in a lumped element circuit model
for the load structure and micrometer electrode. Individual
element values for the model were estimated from measurements
performed on the partially dismantled structure and optimized to
yield a dielectric constant of 1.000 for air measurements and an
average loss factor of 0.0005 for pure styrene measurements with
the reassembled sample tester.
Figure 5 shows a sketch of the GR 1690 Micrometer Electrode which
points to the various elements of the structure as they
contribute to the lumped element circuit model.
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GENERAL RADIO MODEL 1690
DIELECTRIC SAMPLE HOLDER
MICROMETER
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FOR HP 4191A
CALIBRATION PLANE
F0RHP4192A
Figure 5: Dielectric Sample Tester
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The HP 4191A Impedance Analyzer was calibrated from 6 to 106 MHz
at the plane A-B in the sketch with electrical length
compensation set to 0.00 cm. using precision 7mm (APC-7) open,
short, and 50 ohm terminations.
Lower frequency measurements on the HP 4192A required fabrication
of a custom APC adaptor and the addition of two lumped elements
to the circuit model as shown in the figure. The open circuit
and short circuit stray and residual admittance and impedance
values of the 16047A fixture for the four test frequencies were
entered as
"open"
and
"short"
calibration data on the front panel
of the HP 4192A defining the plane of calibration C-D in the
sketch .
The ASTM method D150 gives empirical expressions for fringe
capacitance which are not applicable for testing with
"thick"
electrodes found within the GR 1690 micrometer sample tester.
Modeling of fringe capacitance was further complicated by the
electrode containment structure of the GR 1690 which effectively
shunts some of the fringe capacitance. Because samples consisted
of two populations of fairly uniform thicknesses, the fringe
capacitance was empirically fixed for each of the two gap
settings for
"thin" (0.063 inch) and
"thick" (0.163 inch)
samples. It was assumed that because the dielectric sample had
the same diameter (2.00 inches) as the electrodes within the
GR 1690, and was expected to have a dielectric constant within
one order of magnitude of that for free-space, then the fringe
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capacitance would not be significantly altered by replacing an
air gap with a dielectric specimen of nearly the same thickness.
After fixing the lumped element circuit model for the test
apparatus, expressions for the unknown admittance were derived in
terms of the measured and model impedances in Appendix III. The
dielectric samples were modeled as a parallel G-C circuit, as
shown in Figure 6. Values for complex dielectric constant were
calculated from the following:
= G + jwC (Figure 6)
R.
1 + jco C (Figure 5)
(IV. 2)
G
C
Y,
co
jco (e '-je")A
d
j"-en A K0
d
= coe "A
d
= e 'A
(IV. 3)
(IV. 4)
(IV. 5)
(IV. 6)
= sample admittance (mhos)
= 2tt f = frequency of applied energy
(radians per second)
= G = sample conductance (mhos)
C sample capacitance (farads)
area of the sample perpendicular to the
applied field (meters squared)
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= distance between the electrodes (meters)
for air measurements, or thickness of the
sample without painted electrodes for
sample measurements
From Expression IV. 4
*
K -JdY, (IV. 7)
o)eQA
From Appendi x III:
a) For low frequency measurements (450 KHz - 12 MHz)
(IV. 8)
coe
14 {" YCF + (ZM -Z5)(Y2 +Y4(1 +Z3Y2))-1-Z3Y2
)
l
Z1+Z3(1+Y2Z1)-(ZM-Z5)(1+Y2Z1+Y4(Z1+Z3(1+Y2Z1)))
b) For high frequency measurements (28 MHz - 100 MHz)
=
_^.
.{- Ycp + V2(ZM - Z3) - 1 jU)oA l
Zl - (ZM - Z3)(l + Y2ZX) J
(IV. 9)
Z = impedance measured by the impedance analyzer
m (either HP4192A or HP4191A).
Y-F = admittance due to the fringe capacitance, Cp in Figure 5.
The sample conductance, G, lumps together the D.C. and A.C.
conductances of the specimen.
Sample thickness was determined by averaging four measurements at
predetermined locations on the disc sample with a .25 inch
diameter micrometer. Figure 6 shows the measurement points on
the two-inch diameter face of a sample.
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A Control-C program was written to extract complex permittivity
data from measurement data. The program used for 100 MHz
analysis is listed in the appendix IV.
DIELECTRIC
SPECIMEN
THICKNESS
MEASUREMENT
LOCATIONS
V
Joc.
=>
EQIVALENT
CIRCUIT
DIELECTRIC
SPECIMEN
SIMPLIFIED
CIRCUIT
Figure 6: Sample Thickness Measurement Locations
and Electrical Equivalent Circuit
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS
Remarks on measurement techniques, resolution, and accuracy are
followed by comparisons of theoretically predicted and
experimentally determined values for the dielectric constant and
loss factor of aluminum - polystyrene mixtures. The results were
used to predict composite heating in the presence of
electromagnetic power input. Theoretical expressions were
employed to generalize the results to other materials for
comparisons of temperature rise versus filler type. Finally,
mechanical testing results are presented to include material
strength sensitivity to the material alteration process.
MEASUREMENTS
The accuracy of the technique used to determine dielectric
constant and loss factor from conductance and capacitance of a
disc sample is dependent upon the accuracy of sample dimensions -
in particular, the sample thickness. The thin injection molded
discs were acceptable as molded
(0.062"
+ 0.001"), except for
ejection plug artifacts which were machined off prior to painting
silver electrodes. The thick discs, on the other hand, were not
acceptable as molded because of a slight depression in the face
of the samples as a result of thermal compression when the part
cooled from molding temperatures (350 - 450F) to room
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temperature. Each of the thick (.175") samples were machined to
a nominal
0.163" thick. Because heat generated in machining the
plastic and plastic-metal composites results in variable thermal
expansion, the machined parts were not exactly flat. Therefore,
sample thickness measurements were performed at four separate
locations on the disc face (previously shown in Figure 7,) and
the average was computed. On average, the sample discs were
0.162" thick with a standard deviation of 0.002" (assuming a
normal distribution,) but variation within a single disc was
measured as high as 0.008" for one flake filled sample. The
thickness data is tabulated in Appendix V.
In order to determine actual volume fraction of aluminum in the
samples, density measurements were performed by the water
displacement method: the difference between the weight of the
sample in air and the weight of the sample in water is equal to
the buoyant force which is equal to the weight of the water
displaced. Weight is the product of density and volume.
wsa
" wsw
= ww
wsa' wsw> ww
w, V,
P V
w w
(V.l)
weight of sample in air, sample in
water, water displaced (grams)
density, volume of water displaced
3 3
(g/cm , cm )
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Since the density of water is 1 g/cm3by definition and the
volume of the water displaced is equal to the volume of the fully
submerged, nonporous sample, then the density of the sample is
easily computed.
Ps
" VVs
Wsa/Vw
w / (wsa' v sa wsw)
(V.2)
(V.3)
The results of density measurements and volume fractions are
tabulated in Appendix VI. Mixtures intended to be 4 percent by
volume of aluminum were dry mixed 9.8 percent by weight and
melt-extruded-ground- inject ion molded to yield samples 4.2
percent by volume with standard deviation (again, assuming normal
distribution) of 0.3 percent by volume for 12 samples measured.
The higher volume fraction samples were not as accurate.
Mixtures intended to be 11 percent by volume aluminum (24.4
percent by weight) were found to be 8.7 percent by volume with
standard deviation of 1.2 percent for 19 samples measured and
those intended to be 18 percent by volume (36.4 percent by
weight), were actually 11.6 percent by volume with standard
deviation of 1.6 percent for 18 samples measured. Density
measurements of the pure polystyrene samples resulted in 1.047
o 3
g/cm with standard deviation of 0.004 g/cm - within 1 percent
3
of the vendor supplied information of 1.04 g/cm .
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The discrepancies between target volume fractions and measured
volume fractions could not be accounted for in terms of deviation
from the published aluminum 1100 alloy density of 2.71 g/cm3.
Samples were sawed in half in order to detect the presence of air
voids, as well as for gaining information on particle orientation
and distribution. Copies of photographs of the sample cross-
sections are in Appendix VII. The bright spots in the photo
graphs are aluminum particles at the surface of the cut and the
duller spots are aluminum particles deeper in the styrene,
visible because of the optical clarity of the styrene. No air
voids were detected inside the samples, so the calculated values
of loading percent of aluminum from the density measurements was
a true indication of the amount of aluminum in the composite
sampl e.
Measurements obtained from the impedance analyzers were input to
expressions IV. 8 or IV. 9 as Z and the dielectric constant, K',
and loss factor, K", were computed as the real and imaginary
parts of the complex dielectric constant. The individual
components (e.g., Z,, Y2, Z3, etc.) in the electrical model for
the test fixture were adjusted to yield a dielectric constant of
-4
1.000 for air samples and an average loss factor of 5.10 for
pure styrene samples. The model component values are listed in
Table V.l.
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Fixture Model
Component
CF
450 KHz
Frequency
0.003 + jO.010
-2.72xl0'8+
J2.1874xl0"5
0.003 + j 0. 0265
+ J8.8547xl0"6
0.002 + jO.0295
0.0 + jl. 668x10 -6
10 MHz
0.014 + JO. 1995
3.38xl0"6
+
J4.8843xl0'4
0.012 + jO.5565
+
jl.9022xl0"4
0.007 + jO.620
0.0 + j 3 6. 4x10
-6
Fixture Model
Component
CF
28 MHz
0.003 + jO. 3638
Frequency
100 MHz
0.006 + jl.3192
1.77xl0"7
+
jl.3631xl0"3
+
J4.7702xl0~3
0.027 + jl.5129
0.0 + jl.
0.049 + J5.4095
0.0 + j3.
Table V.l Dielectric Fixture Model Component
Values for Four Frequencies
_ 3The area-A was 2.027 x 10 square meters and the average sample
thickness -d for each sample was obtained from the tables in
Appendix V. Original attempts to optimize the model for a loss
-4
factor of less than 10 (but greater than zero) with air as the
known dielectric resulted in negative calculated values for loss
factor for many of the styrene samples. So after optimizing the
model parameters on the styrene losses, a teflon disc sample was
measured as a check. The dielectric constant of the teflon was
calculated to be within 3 percent of published values [lj. The
_3
teflon loss factor was less than 2.10 from 450 KHz to 100 MHz
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but large deviations from sample to sample (varying from
-3 -3
-4.9.10 to 2.3.10 ) were indicative of instrument resolution
limits at high impedance values and low loss tangent (K"/K').
The resolution of K" data was approximated by evaluating the
resolution for the raw measurements. The resolution of K" is
determined by the resolution of the real part of the measured
i mpedance.
"mr
mr
m
mr
mr m (V.4)
measured impedance with minimum resolvable
real component
reactive part of the measured impedance
minimum resolution on the measurement instrument
- the least significant displayed figure.
The sample admittance is just the corrected measured admittance
(corrected by the fixture electrical model).
1/Z
mr mr
ooe0AK /d (V.5)
Where co , e A, d were previously defined in expressions II. 4 and
IV. 4. The approximate resolution (within an order of magnitude
based on the model parameters for this work) for the loss factor
i s :
K"
res
Ymrd/ %A (V.6)
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Table V.2 was constructed to show K" corresponding to tworoc ^res
sample thicknesses and eight frequencies used in the experiment.
The values of R
mres
and X were typical of raw data measurementsm
at the indicated frequency.
mres
(Ohms)
10
0.1
0.1
0.01
1
0.1
0.01
0.001
jXm
(Ohms)
20,000
500
200
70
8,000
350
130
40
Sampl e
Thi ckness
( i nches )
0.163
0.163
0.163
0.163
0.063
0.063
0.063
0.063
Frequency
(MHz)
.45/. 50
10/12
28/32
90/100
.45/. 50
10/12
28/32
90/100
K"
res
X10"4
20
13
31
8
5
11
3
0.9
Table V.2: Approximate Instrument Resolution of Sample Loss
Factor, K".
The best resolution of the loss factor was calculated for thin
samples (0.063") measured at 100 MHz (K"res = 0.9 x ). The
instrument could not distinguish between air and pure styrene (or
teflon) loss factors for the thick samples (0.163") at the lower
frequencies (up to 32 MHz); the most meaningful comparisons would
be made for data collected at 100 MHz.
The results from measurements of dielectric constant and loss
factor for three volume fractions of aluminum (4.2%, 8.7%, 11.6%)
in styrene for three aluminum shapes (sphere or powder, needle,
flake) at four measurement frequencies (.45, 10, 28, 100 MHz) are
tabulated in Appendix VIII. The average powder diameter was 119
microns, the average needle dimensions were 58.4 microns by 889
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microns long, and the average flake dimensions were 258 microns
by 15.2 microns thick. Raw data measurements at four other
frequencies (.50, 12, 32, 90 MHz) would yield nearly identical
results so the numbers were not processed. Samples that
exhibited nondiel ectric behavior (i.e., through sample electrical
continuity) were ignored because this work was not intended to
investigate conduction dominated sample behavior.
Results of measurements on pure styrene samples are labeled "0%",
"powder," "needle," "flake." The only thin (.063") samples that
did not exhibit through sample electrical continuity were pure,
4.2 percent powder, and 8.7 percent powder. The percolation
threshold for nominal 200 micron powder in a 0.063 inch (1600
micron) thickness is, therefore, between 8.7 and 11.6 percent by
volume of aluminum because through sample electrical continuity
was measured in all 11.6 percent aluminum samples and none of the
8.7 percent aluminum samples. The thin needle and flake loaded
samples are volume constrained, nonstati sti cal mixtures where the
proper alignment of only one or two particles would establish
electrical continuity between sample faces.
Some thick (.163") samples exhibited dielectric behavior with
13.1 percent by volume of aluminum (11.6% needle, sample #2),
while other samples exhibited near conductive behavior with
9.5 percent (8.7% needle, sample #6). The onset of through
sample electrical continuity (beyond the percolation threshold)
is not dependent only upon percent by volume of conductive
filler. At the end of Appendix VIII (A8.7, A8.8), a table of
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average values and standard deviations has been constructed for
K'
and
K"
at the four frequencies of interest. Two important
points regarding the statistics are: increasing percent filler
results in data with higher standard deviation and increasing the
aspect ratio of the particle also increases data deviation. It
is equally important to keep in mind that some of the increasing
scatter with increasing percent and increasing aspect ratio is
due to the uncertainty uncovered later in the experiment
regarding particle shape (photographs in Appendix II) and
particle loading (density measurements in Appendix VI).
Figure 7 shows the relationship between dielectric properties and
volume fraction of aluminum for three particle shapes at 100 MHz
from the data in Appendix VIII.
Solid lines were drawn through the average dielectric property
values at each percent loading. The dielectric constant, K',
increases with percent filler. Smaller deviations in the
measurements are present for powder filled styrene than for
shaped particle (needle, flake) filled plastic. More variation
was observed for loss factor data than for dielectric constant
data. The average value of the loss factor for powder shows a
slight decrease with increasing percent filler in Figure 7, but
this is statistically insignificant based on the size of the
decrease as compared to the standard deviation of the data.
Therefore, there was no detectable difference in the loss factor
for thick powder samples with up to 12 percent by volume of
aluminum in polystyrene.
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Figure 8 shows the same data as Figure 7, but plotted versus
particle shape to emphasize the effect of varying filler particle
aspect ratio.
K'
vs. Shape at 100MHz
4.2K, 8.7X and 1 1.6* T.lkr
O 4 2% Filler
Shape
O 8.7X Rler A 1 1 6% Filler
0 -2 OOOO
K"
vs. Shape at 100MHz
4.2H, 8 7% and 1 1.6* Filler
D 4.2X Rler O B.7X Filler a 1 1 6X Filler
figure 8 : Measured Dielectric Properties vs. Shape for
4.2%, 8.7%, 11.6% at 100 MHz
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The needles had a length to diameter ratio of approximately 15/1
and the flakes had a thickness to diameter ratio of approximately
1/17. It seems evident that for a given volume fraction of
metal, both K' and K" increase with increasing shape factor
(deviation from powder or sperical shape). The mean value of the
dielectric constant nearly doubles for each step from powder to
needle to flake while the mean value of the loss factor changes
by an order of magnitude for the same steps. The deviation in K"
is nearly equal to its magnitude. The needle and flake data
exhibit similar dispersion characteristics which appear to be
different than powder data.
Figure 9 shows the relationship between dielectric properties and
frequency for flake data at various loading percents.
The dielectric constant for pure polystyrene varies by less than
one percent across the frequency band from 0.45 MHz to 100 MHz.
At the higher volume percents as samples exceed the percolation
threshold and become dominated by electrical conduction, that
data is ignored, thereby changing the statistics of the grouping.
The loss factor decreases with frequency for samples containing
approximately ten percent by volume of aluminum.
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Flake Data vs. Frequency
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Figure 10 shows dielectric properties versus frequency for three
filler shapes at 8.7 percent loading.
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Figure 10 : Measured Dielectric Properties vs. Frequency
for Powder, Needle, Flake at 8.7%
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The data at 8.7 percent was chosen because it was the midpoint
loading factor and losses were resolvable but not dominant for
all shapes. The powder loaded sample results were fairly uniform
with frequency although the losses were not resolvable. The
needle data shows higher dielectric constant (as compared to
powder data) which is basically constant with frequency. But
flake data shows considerably more variation, especially at lower
frequency. This is an indication of samples just barely
exhibiting conductive behavior. Any stress (mechanical,
electrical, thermal) on a dielectric sample which is just barely
conducting results in shifts in the material properties. In some
cases, a mechanical shock (e.g., stress induced in the sample
from dropping from a six foot height) resulted in a major shift
in dielectric properties. Data which supports this is shown in
Table V.3.
Sample ID
8.7% needle #1
8.7% needle #6
8.7% flake #4
8.7% flake #6
11.6% needle #4
11.6% flake #4
Propert i es
Prior to
Mech. Shock
K'<0 (elect.
continui ty )
K"
= 17.402
K'
<0
K"
= 15,667
K'<0
K"
= 4,977
K'
= 5.64
K"
= 2,788
K'<0
K"
= 8,288
K'
= 176
K'
= 15,711
After
Mech. Shock
K'
= 4.32
K"
=
.0069
K'
= 5.77
K"
=
.0031
K'
= 7.02
K"
=
.0175
K'
= 7-03
K"
=
.0244
K'
= 7.29
K"
=
.0058
K'
= 9.78
K"
=
.0284
After 24 Hr.
Relaxation
K'
= 1.05
K"
= 4,304
K'
= 4.38
K"
= 2,917
Table V.3 Change in dielectric properties with mechanical shock
consisting of slapping two samples together face to
face.
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All 11.6 percent flake samples (except for sample #4) retained
their dielectric properties in spite of mechanical shocking. The
8.7 percent samples (needle and flake only) were most prone to
shifting properties with mechanical stress. Powder samples
showed no susceptibility to property shift with mechanical
stress .
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The dielectric response data was analyzed with a statistical
analysis package called,
"SAS" [71]. The program uses the
method of least square (for error) to fit the data to a general
linear model. The class variable, shape, was entered at three
levels: powder, needle, flake. The continuous variable, filler
volume fraction, was entered at three levels: 0.042, 0.087,
0.116. Single effects (shape, volume fraction) were examined, as
well as the shape-volume fraction cross effect or interaction.
Within the "SAS" program, an analysis of variance procedure tests
how well the regression equation (linear model) accounts for the
dielectric data by calculating an
"F"
value (ratio of mean square
for the model divided by the mean square for the error). An
"R-Squared"
value is a measure of how much variation in the data
can be accounted for by the model (ratio of sum of squares for
the model divided by the sum of squares for the corrected total)
[71].
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Figure 11 shows plots of the linear regression equations along
with powder, needle, and flake filled sample data.
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The linear regression equations, along with
"F"
values and
2
"R " values for powder, needle, and flake data follow in
Table V.4:
SHAPE EQUATION
Powder K' = 2.437 + 12.367(V)
Needle K' = 1.311 + 68.215(V)
Flake K' = -0.301 + 118.456(V)
Powder log(K') = 0.3959 + 1.6788(V)
Needle log(K') = 0.3517 + 5.3079(V)
Flake log(K') = 0.3346 + 6.2450(V)
Powder K" = 0.0023 - 0.0030(V)
Needle K" = -0.6790 + 23.396(V)
Flake K" = -4.2835 + 1 5 4 . 5 3 ( V )
Powder log (K") = -2.6392 - 0.7685(V
Needle log (K") = -3.3305 + 27.592(V
Flake log (K") = -3.3162 + 38.684(V)
AVERAGE
F-VALUE R2-VALUE
16.6
34.5
8.9
75.5
0.606
0.761
0.452
0.875
Table V.4: Linear regression equations corresponding to plots in
2
Figure 11 and R and F values used to quantify the
degree to which the data fits the equations
Based on R - values, 60.6 percent of the data fit the curves for
K', while 76.1 percent of the data fit curves for log (K1). The
dielectric constant may not behave linearly with filler volume
fraction, but a logarithmic response is not much better. The
dielectric loss factor shows a great improvement for data curve
fitting in going from
K" response (45.2 percent of the data) to
log K" response (87.5 percent of the data).
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THEORETICAL COMPARISONS
Two component mixture property limiting values were discussed in
Chapter II in reference to the work of Wiener (expression II. 9).
The upper limiting value could be determined by analogy for two
completely separated (no dispersion) dielectrics in a capacitor
having their interface parallel to the applied field - referred
to as the Wiener upper limit. The Wiener lower limit is
determined by analogy for two completely separated dielectrics
whose interface is perpendicular to the applied electric field.
The implication is that two identical mixtures in which some
degree of ordering exists would appear to have different
dielectric properties depending upon the orientation of the
applied electric field; this anisotropic behavior is common to
nonrandom dispersions.
The Lichtenecker expression (11.10) was used (for p = -1, p = 1)
with the complex dielectric constants for aluminum and
polystyrene listed in Appendix I to calculate the Wiener limits
for different volume fractions of aluminum. This is shown in
Figure 12 where the real and imaginary parts of the complex
dielectric constant are plotted in separate graphs and the
results of measurements on aluminum powder and styrene mixtures
are included on those graphs for the three volume fractions.
Control-C programs used for calculating theoretical model curves
of dielectric constant and loss factor versus volume fraction are
62 -
located in Appendix XI. Two important points are illustrated
with regard to the real part of the dielectric constant limits
(1) the upper limit is less than the lower limit, and (2) the
data is not bounded by the limits.
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Figure 12 : Wiener Limits and Powder Data at 100 MHz
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This problem does not exist if one treats the complex
permittivity (or complex dielectric constant) in phasor form - as
a magnitude and angle - and calculates Wiener limits for the
magnitude of the complex dielectric constant. This is shown in
Figure 13.
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Figure 13 : Magnitude Wiener Limits and Powder Data at 100 MHz
The Wiener lower limit is dominated by the polystyrene (lower
magnitude complex dielectric constant) and the upper limit is
dominated by the aluminum (higher magnitude complex dielectric
constant). This makes physical sense as well if one considers a
capacitor made up of a dielectric having a thin aluminum layer
oriented perpendicular to the applied field and completely
surrounded by the larger bulk plastic
- the dielectric properties
would be dominated by the plastic. But if the dielectric in a
capacitor were made up of a thin aluminum layer oriented parallel
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to the applied field and extending from electrode to electrode,
the properties of the dielectric would be dominated by electrical
conduction through the aluminum.
Measured thick (.163") and thin (.063") sample powder (spheres)
data is compared with theoretical mixture models for spherical
particles in Figures 14 and 15.
Figure 14 shows the data with curves representing five
theoretical mixture models. Figure 15 shows the same data on
different scales with the two closest mixture models. Values of
dielectric constant and loss factor for aluminum and polystyrene
are listed in Appendix I . Measured dielectric constant data
coincides with the graph of the real part of expression 11.27 for
the theoretical model used by Frame and Tedford [55] when B = 3
for spheres (when v, = 0.1, C = 1.477 from expression 11.23).
That curve is nearly identical to the plot of Li chtenecker
'
s and
Rother's [50,51] expression 11.10 when the value of p is set to a
negative 1/3. The Kisdnasamy and Neel akantaswamy model
(expressions 11.31 - 11.37 when a = b = c and M = 1) are very
close to those of Lichtenecker with p = 0. Wallin [37] has
chosen Li chtenecker
'
s expression with p = 1/3 to describe the
dielectric properties of oil shale. This value of p - biases
Lichtenecker ' s expression too much toward the properties of the
conductive phase for the present work of aluminum powder in
pol ystyrene .
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1 Frame and Tedford [55] expression 11.27
2 Kisdnasamy and Neelakantaswamy [47] expression 11.31- 11.37
3 Lichtenecker and Rother [50,51] expression II. 10with p=l/3
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5 Lichtenecker and Rother [50,51] expression Il.lOwith p=-l/3
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The imaginary part of expression 11.27 for the Frame and Tedford
model [55] yields a higher loss factor than the present
experimental work because it yields a lower critical volume
fraction of aluminum for electron percolation through the bulk.
In addition, the model was developed assuming a perfect insulator
for the dielectric, so for very low volume fractions (less than
four percent), the model predicts a lower loss factor than
observed in the present experimental work. The dielectric region
of the aluminum/polystyrene mixtures tested in this work (less
than the ten percent aluminum) was not well represented by the
imaginary part of the Frame and Tedford model. The loss factors
calculated from Li chtenecker ' s expression (11.10) with p = 0 and
p = 1/3. are orders of magnitude larger than the measured values
(complex dielectric constants for aluminum and polystyrene from
Appendix I are substituted into 11.10) The Kisdnasamy and
Neel akantaswamy model (expressions 11.31 - 11.37) nearly
coincides with Lichtenecker
'
s model with p = 0. The closest
theoretical fit to the measured results was the Lichtenecker
model (expression 11.10) with p = -1/3.
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Figure 16 compares measured needle mixture data with three
theoretically predicted values at 100 MHz.
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1 Frame and Tedford [55] expression 11.27
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The increase in the dielectric properties obtained using the
models of Frame and Tedford (expression 11.27) and Kisdnasamy and
Neelakantaswamy (expressions 11.31 - 11.37) with needle shaped
particles instead of spherical particles is much greater than
present measurements for a particle length to diameter ratio of
15/1 (with reference to figure 3 : a = b = 58 microns; c = 889
microns. Li chtenecker ' s result (expression 11.10) with p = -.071
was included and shows the closest fit to measured values.
Figure 17 shows flake data with three theoretical predictions at
100 MHz for a particle length to diameter ratio of 1/17.
The predictions of the Kisdnasamy and Neelakantaswamy model
(expressions 11.31 - 11.37) for aluminum flake (length to
diameter of 1/17; a = 254 microns, b = 300 microns, c = 15.2
microns) and polystyrene mixtures were greater than the measured
dielectric constant but approximately equal to the measured loss
factor. The dielectric constant from the model used by Frame and
Tedford, predicted by Lai and Parshad (expression 11.27), fits
the measured data for the flake filled samples, but the loss
factor from the same model shows a much higher loss factor than
was measured in the present work. Li chtenecker
'
s expression
11.10 with p = -.037 could also be used to predict dielectric
properties when aluminum flake shaped particles having
approximate length to diameter ratio of 1/17 are mixed and molded
with polystyrene at low volume fractions.
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PREDICTED ELECTROMAGNETIC HEATING
The expressions for dissipated power derived in Chapter III are
equated to the heating rate for the materials in order to predict
composite temperature rise.
PT = mcAT pVcAT (V.7)
electromagnetic power input
PT = power to raise the temperature of the composite
m = mass of the composite being heated
c = specific heat of the composite
AT = change in temperature of the material
At = amount of time exposure to electromagnetic energy
p = density of the composite
V = volume occupied by the piece to be heated
Heat lost due to radiation has been neglected because operating
temperatures would be limited to the softening point of styrene
(less than 200F). Conduction heat losses are neglected for
induction, dielectric, and microwave heating where no contact is
necessary between the energy applicator and the material to be
heated. Applications requiring intimate contact with the energy
applicator (e.g., dielectric sealing of thin webs) would not
neglect heat lost due to conduction out through the electrodes.
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PT + Pc (V.8)
power lost to heat conduction out the electrodes
'E = mcdTH + 2 KA(TH " Tc> (V.9)
K
A
d
t
dt d/2
raised temperature of the center of the composite
temperature of the electrodes
thermal conductivity of the composite
area of the electrodes
thickness of the composite
time
Solving equation V.9 for TH yields
Tu(t) = Tc + Pd (1 -
e-4Kt/pdc)H (V.10)
4KA
The complex dielectric constants, densities, specific heats, and
thermal conductivities for polystyrene, aluminum, stainless
steel, and graphite are listed in Appendix I. The resulting
mixture properties for polystyrene loaded with aluminum,
stainless steel, or graphite needle/flake at 0.042, 0.087, or
0.116 volume fraction are listed in Appendix IX. The dielectric
constant and loss factors for needle/flake composites were
computed from Li chtenecker
'
s expression (11.10) with p = -0.054.
The value of p- was chosen by averaging the best curve fits for
needle loaded sample measurements (p = -0.071) and flake loaded
sample measurements (p = -0.037). The composite (mixture)
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density was calculated with expression 11.41. The composite
specific heat was calculated with expression 11.42 and the
composite thermal conductivity was calculated from expressions
11.43 - 11.46 with U-vlm)/vlm2 = 0.879 and E = 8.38 [66,67] for
particles with major axis to minor axis ratio of 16/1. The
curves in figure 18 were generated from equations V.10 and III.l
- III. 4 with the properties from Appendix IX substituted into the
expressions. The Control-C programs used to generate the curves
in figure 18 are located in Appendix XII.
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Figure 4 illustrated a technique for raising the temperature of
sheets using the dielectric heating method which was assumed for
generating the plots in figure 18. The web material was assumed
to be 0.020 inch thick and the electrodes were assumed to be two
inches by four inches for an area of eight square inches. A five
kilowatt power source was assumed but electrode voltage was
constrained by the corona starting voltage [72].
Vcs ^ 800
(100d)2/3
(V.ll)
V
,.
= 60 Hertz corona starting voltage in voltsCS 3 3
d = web thickness in inches
The maximum electrode potential was set to 500 volts for Corona
and arc free operation. The peak temperature after one-half
second refers to the temperature of the middle of the composite
at the end of one-half second of maximum available (voltage
constrained - 500 V, or power constrained - 5 KW) power input.
At 8 percent by volume filler, the difference in heating with
aluminum filled samples versus graphite filled samples is only
about 75F for 1/2 second of 5 KW power input. Another way of
stating the result is that in order to reach 500F in 1/2 second
of 5 KW, 100 MHz power input, one would need to load polystyrene
with 8 percent by volume of aluminum or 7.3 percent by volume of
graphi te .
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Mechanical Properties
Tensile and flexure properties were tested for injection molded
pure polystyrene, as well as each of the nine blends (three
loading levels times three shapes of filler). The results have
been tabulated in Appendix X. The average tensile strength (six
samples) for pure polystyrene was 6,696 lb./sq. in. (standard
deviation = 100 lb./sq. in.). On average (powder, needle,
flake/4.2%, 8.7%, 11.6%), the tensile strength decreased by 2.8
percent for every 1 percent of aluminum filler added. The
greatest change occurred for 11.6 percent flake loaded samples:
- 31 percent to 4,651 lb./sq. in. Needle samples were least
changed by the process (-19% at 11.6% by volume).
The average maximum fiber stress at break (referred to as
"flexure strength") for pure polystyrene was 13,767 lb./sq. in.
On average, the flexure strength decreased by 3.7 percent for
each 1 percent of aluminum filler. The worst change in flexure
strength occurred for 11.6 percent powder loaded samples: -35
percent to 8,954 lb./sq. in. Needle samples were least changed
by the process (-23% at 11.6% by volume).
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The electromagnetic power dissipation characteristics of a low
loss base plastic can be increased by two to three orders of
magnitude by mixing with a shaped (length to diameter ratio much
different than one) conductor particulate at less than ten
percent by volume of conductor. Based upon the measured
dielectric loss factor, long wavelength electromagnetic heating
(induction, dielectric, microwave) of such a composite material
could be accomplished at medium to high speed production rates
(material softening and melting within one second of applied
energy) provided that dielectric behavior measured at lower
frequencies (450 KHz - 100 MHz) continues as a trend to microwave
frequencies (2.45 GHz). Heating effects are relatively
insensitive to change in filler material provided the filler is a
"good"
conductor (a = 10 - 10 mhos/meter). Mechanical
properties (tensile and flexure strengths) could be expected to
decrease by approximately 25 percent at the 10 percent loading
level of aluminum in polystyrene when no preprocessing steps
(such as the use of wetting agents) nor special procedures are
employed in the injection molding process.
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Statistical analysis of the data at 100 MHz has proven both shape
and volume fraction, as well as the shape-volume fraction
interaction, were statistically significant in determining
composite material dielectric constant and loss factor. Changes
in the material dielectric response with changes in filler shape
or volume fraction could not have been a random process.
Logarithmic models for response data showed a better fit than
linear models. In going to the log response, a slight
improvement was noted for dielectric constant (76 percent of data
versus 61 percent), but a great improvement was noted for loss
factor (88 percent versus 45 percent for linear). Therefore, the
loss factor for the mixture is influenced by filler volume
fraction more according to a logarithmic function than a linear
function. To improve the statistical model fit to the data would
require a nonlinear model to account for curvature shown in plots
of dielectric response versus filler volume fraction in figure 8.
Powder loaded samples (0.163 inch thick) showed no measurable
increase in loss factor, but needle and flake loaded samples
exhibited appreciable losses at the 9 to 12 percent filler level.
Variation in the output response is quite large for the 9 to 12
percent flake and needle fill levels.
Large standard deviations in the resultant dielectric data we
attributed to three major factors:
re
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1) Variability in experimental parameters (sample thickness,
percent, shape, orientation, distribution, size)
2) Nearly step response in material electrical properties for
the transition from insulator to conductor when an electron
percolation path is established through the mixture -
sometimes referred to as the percolation threshold.
(see figure 19)
3) Aluminum-polystyrene interfacial effects.
The reproductions of photographs in Appendices II and VII
indicate fairly uniform aluminum particle size, shape (especially
for flake and needles), and distribution in the composite. The
particle orientation is fairly random with a slight bias toward
orientation parallel to the sample surface near the sample faces
and perpendicular to the sample faces in the sample interior.
Sample thickness standard deviation 0.002 inch and mean of 0.161
inch indicates that three standard deviation variability in
thickness is equivalent to 3.7% of the mean value - not
significant enough to cause the variation in the measured
dielectric properties. A relatively small uncertainty in the
filler volume fraction combines with an expected abrupt change in
material electrical properties near the percolation threshold
resulting in a large variation in measured response as shown in
Figure 19.
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Electrical Response vs. Percent Filler
Figure 19: Percolation Threshold and Uncertainty
in Filler Volume Fraction
One standard deviation around the 11.6 percent
mean (+ 1.6
percent) can yield
variation in the output response over seven
orders of magnitude. The curve was drawn with
an assumed
percolation threshold of ten percent conductive filler.
Even
though the transition zone may not be as narrow as depicted
in
Figure 19, small uncertainty in the
percent of conductive filler
within the region of transition
will cause orders of magnitude
variation in the electrical response
because of the vast
difference between properties of
plastic (|k*| = 2.5) and
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conductor (Ik I = 107). Therefore, the density of each
dielectric specimen should be measured to determine the volume
fraction of filler, then the dielectric response should be
plotted at the calculated volume fraction. The present results
exhibit randomness due to loss of conductive filler somewhere in
the compounding and molding processes.
The other major source of variability was attributed to
unpredictable bonding strength between the aluminum and
polystyrene as evidenced by the composite material property
sensitivity to mechanical shock. Pure polystyrene does not
readily bond to unprepared aluminum which, at the time of
o
processing, was probably coated with a thin (^9A) oxide layer.
Recent investigators have sought to quantify the contact
resistance of the dielectric gaps in metal -pl astic and
semiconductor-dielectric composites as a function of thermal
stress [75]. Mechanical shock stressing the samples could
produce polymer microscopic cracks which would normally propagate
along inclusion boundaries, thereby impacting conductor particle
to particle spacing and ultimately changing the D.C. conducti
vity. Such a change would affect the measured dielectric
constant when within the percolation transition region. Because
of the expected variations in metal surface to plastic surface
bonding, variation in dielectric behavior of composite molded
parts should be greater than variations observed with
liquid-
particle dispersions such as aluminum and dielectric oil where
more complete surface wetting takes place.
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All data was bounded by the Wiener [49] limits discussed in
Chapter II provided that the limits are established by the
magnitude of the complex dielectric constant, and the data are
represented by the magnitude of the measured complex dielectric
constant. Calculating the Wiener limits and simply taking the
real and imaginary parts leads to erroneous bounds, as was shown
that the real part of the lower limit exceeds the real part of
the upper limit. The Wiener lower limit, calculated from the
Lichtenecker [50,51] expression 11.10 when p = -1, represents
series connected dielectrics (strata perpendicular to the
electric field) and has dielectric behavior dominated by the
lower dielectric permittivity polystyrene. The Wiener upper
limit is calculated from Li chtenecker
'
s expression with p = +1,
representing parallel connected dielectrics (strata parallel
with
the electric field) and dominated by the higher dielectric
permittivity conductor.
The measured dielectric constant for powder samples (near
spherical inclusions) followed the real part of the
theoretical
model used by Frame and Tedford [55] (developed by Lai and
Parshad [59]) (expression 11.27). This curve is identical
to
that plotted for the Lichtenecker expression (11.10) when p
=
-1/3. The predictions for
dielectric-dielectric mixtures
developed by Kisdnasamy and Neelakantaswamy [47] (expressions
11.31 - 11.37) predict a larger dielectric
constant of the
conductor dielectric mixture
than what was measured. Their
ion is close to the Lichtenecker
expression with p = 0.
express
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The Lai and Parshad expressions somewhat accurately predict flake
filled sample data for dielectric constant but overestimate
needle sample behavior. In fact, the predictions for needle data
are not Wiener bounded. The mean values for flake data follow a
curve generated from the Lichtenecker expression with p - 0.037
while needle data requires p = -0.071.
Conclusions with regard to dielectric loss factor are difficult
to ascertain because of sample to sample variability in response.
Clearly, the data shows higher loss factor than the imaginary
part of the model used by Frame and Tedford [55] (developed by
Scarisbrick [53] and Kusy [54]) prior to the onset of electrical
conduction. The data then shows lower loss factor than the Frame
and Tedford data during the transition region. Basically, the
percolation threshold for injection molded aluminum-polystyrene
mixtures is greater than that seen for alkyd resin and graphite
mixtures used in the work of Frame and Tedford [55]. When the
Lichtenecker expression p - factor was chosen to agree with
dielectric constant measurements, the associated loss factor did
not agree with measured results; loss factor data was greater
than the Lichtenecker predictions. Loss factor data was greater
than the predictions of Kisdnasamy and Neelakantaswamy which were
close to the Lichtenecker results with p
= 0.
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Because a p - value in the Lichtenecker expression cannot be
chosen to satisfy the requirements of both the dielectric
constant and loss factor, it may be inappropriate to model the
conductor particulate as a very high loss dielectric
*
(K = 1 - jo/ujE^). At frequencies for which a >> ooe , one should
try to isolate long range charge movement (D.C. conductivity -a )
from short range charge movement (dielectric loss factor - K") as
is done in Maxwell's equations for sinusoidal steady state:
V X H
V X E
( a + j aje ) E
- j"u H
(VI. 1)
(VI. 2)
The mixture models were based on accumulations of insulated
elementary dipoles - short range charge movement. As a conductor
filled plastic enters the region dominated by long range electron
motion, dielectric behavior would not be detectable unless the
frequency of the applied electric field is raised to near the
relaxation time for the equivalent dipoles formed by charge
separation in the individual particles. The relaxation or charge
redistribution time is on the order of 10 seconds for
"good"
(a>io4
mhos/meter) conductors [76].
e0/a (VI. 3)
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As conductor dominated behavior is approached by increasing the
volume percent of filler in the composite, variability in the
results increases significantly and it becomes increasingly more
difficult to choose an accurate mixture theory. The shaped
particle data in the present experiment spanned a range of
Lichtenecker p - values. If the onset of electron percolation
through the composite can be characterized by increased
variability in the resulting dielectric properties, then it can
be concluded that the percolation threshold for molded aluminum
filled polystyrene parts was:
1) greater than 12 percent by volume for powder inclusions.
2) near 10 percent for shaped (aspect ratio, AR - approximately
15/1) inclusions.
3) at a slightly lower volume percent for flakes (AR = 17/1)
than for needles (AR = 15/1).
After a sample attained D.C. continuity, no dielectric behavior
was measurable in the capacitance cell so the data was ignored.
The effect of this procedure was to decrease the mean value of
dielectric constant and loss factor data at a given loading
vol ume percent .
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The dielectric mixture process shows promise as a technique for
increasing the electromagnetic loss characteristics of a low loss
base plastic. The following are practical concerns for large
scale implementation:
1) Development of a better theoretical model is needed to
predict the dielectric properties of conductor-dielectric
compos i tes .
2) More "control" is needed to assure that output (molded
composite part) volume percent equals input (design) volume
percent .
3) Investigation of surface interfacial effects should lead to
special procedures (e.g., aluminum wetting agents, preheats)
that prevent composite material property sensitivity to
mechanical stress.
4) Investigation of electromagnetic heating techniques should
concentrate on optimizing the rate of energy input and
minimizing thermal gradients due to particle nonuniform
distribution or orientation.
5) The added costs of filler and compounding must be justified
in terms of product quality, enhanced applications, etc.
D1690-16-19.21
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APPENDIX I
Table of Properties of Materials
for Individual Components
Material D.C.
Conductivity
(Mho/m.)
Dielectric
Constant
(K')
Loss Factor (K")
450 KHz 10 MHz 28 MHz. 100MHz.
Polystyrene 1015 2.59 ,0005 .0005 .0005 .0005 (5)
(2)
Aluminum
1100
3.42-10 1.0 1.37-1012 6.15-10 10 2.20-10 1C
6.15-10* (6)
316 Stainless
steel (3)
1.35-10* 1.0 5.39-10 10 2.43-10' 8.67-108 2.43-108 (6)
(4)
Graphite
2.0-10^-
1.0-105 1.0
7.99-10
3.99-10-
8_ 3.60-10'
1.80-108
1.28-107-
6.42-107
3.60-106
1.80a07 (6)
Density
(Kg/m3)
Specific
Heat 0
(J/Kg-K )
Thermal
Conductivity
(W/m-K)
Polystyrene 1040 2100 0.15
nr
Aluminum 2710 904 222
316 Stainless
steel (3)
8000 500 16.2
(4)
Graphite
1400-
1900 753
121-208
Table A-I.l: Properties of Materials
(1) Monsanto Lustrex HH 101 Data Sheet #6382E
(2) Metals Handbook Ninth Edition
Volume 2, Properties and Selection: Nonferous Alloys and Pure Metals
American Society for Metals (1979)
(3) ibid Volume 3, Stainless Steels, Tool Materials and Special Purpose
Metals (1980)
(4) Machine Design Volume 55, No. 8, April 14, 1983
Materials Reference Issue
(5) VonHippel, Dielectric Materials and Applications, MIT Press (1954)
(6) Permittivity Model of
"Good" Conductors: e* = e (1.0 - ja/me
o o
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APPENDIX II
Reproductions of Magnified Photographs
of Aluminum Filler Particles
# 4
Alcan Aluminum Powder (-50, +80 Mesh)
A2-1
0.01 inch
APPENDIX II
Reproductions of Magnified Photographs
of Aluminum Filler Particles
I-
0.05 inch
Transmet Type B-102 Aluminum Needle
A2-2
APPENDIX II
Reproductions of Magnified Photographs
of AI umfmriTFi 1 1 er Particles
Transmet Type K-109 Aluminum Flake
A2-3
0.05 inch
APPENDIX III
Derivation of Sample Impedance in Terms
of Measured and Fixture Model Impedances
GENERAL RADIO MODEL 1690
DIELECTRIC SAMPLE HOLDER
MICROMETER
DIAL
STOM
APC
ADAPTOR
HIGH STRAYS
ELECTRODE
FRINGE SAMPLE LOW
CALIBRATION PLANE
FOR HP 4191A
CALIBRATION PLANE
FORHP4192A
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APPENDIX III
Derivation of Sample Impedance in Terms
of Measured and Fixture Model Impedances
A) Low frequency measurements with HP 4192A
(450 KHz, 500 KHz, 10 MHz, 12 MHz)
ZM = z5 + 1/(Y4+ 1/(Z3+ 1/(Y2 + 1/(Z1 + ZT))))
= Z5 + Z1 + ZT + Z3(l + Y2(ZX + ZT))
1 + Y2U! + *T) + Y4(ZX + ZT + Z3(l + Y2(Z1 + 2T)))
YT = 1/ZT = (ZM - Z5)(Y2 + Y4(l + Z3Y2)) - 1 - Z3Y2
Lx + Z3(l + Y2ZX) - (ZM - Z5)(l + Y2ZX + Y4(Z1+ Z3(l + Y^)))
Y = Y - YTX T TCF
Yx = - YCF + (ZM - Z5)(Y2 + Y4(l + Z3Y2)) - 1 - Z3Y2
Zx + Z3(l + Y2ZX) - (ZM - Z5)(l + Y2ZX + Y4(Z1+ Z3(l + Y^)))
B) High frequency measurements with HP 4191A (28 MHz, 32 MHz, 90 MHz, 100 MHz)
ZM = Z3 + 1/(Y2 + 1/(ZX + ZT))
= z3+ z1 + zT
1 + Y,(Z, + ZT)'2V"1
YT = 1/ZT = Y2(ZM - Z3) - 1
7-1 " (ZM " Z3^ + V?
Yx = Ycp + Y2(ZM ' Z3)
- 1
Z1-(ZM-Z3)(1+Y2Z1)
Yx = Gx + jax (Dielectric Sample)
YCF = ^F (Fringe Capacitance)
I = R1 + ja3L1 (Low Electrode)
Y = G2 + jo)C2 (Stray Capacitance)
Z = R + ju>L, (High Electrode Residuals)
Y = G + jo)C4 (Custom APC Stray Capacitance)
Z5 = R5 + JO)L5 (Custom
APC Residual Inductance)
A3-2
APPENDIX IV
Control-C Program for Extracting
Dielectric Properties from
Measured Impedances
// CTRLC PROGRAM EXTRACTS DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND
//
// LOSS FACTOR FROM MEASUREMENTS ON SAMPLE DISCS
//
// WITH HP 4191A AND GR 1690 MICROMETER ELECTRODE
//
//
// HIGH FREQUENCY MODEL
//
// (values for 100MHz)
//
// GET DATA
//
LOAD DATA <DIEL100.DAT -F -R09 -C3 -S2 -(3G10.5):
J=SQRT(-1);
ZMM=DATA( : ,2) '+J*DATA( : ,3)
'
;
GAP=DATA( : , 1) ' ;
//
// INITIALIZATIONS
//
[ZMR,ZMC]=SIZE(ZMM) ;
K=ONES(l . ZMC) ;
ZM=ZMM;
F=1.0D+08;
W=2*PI*F;
E0=8.8542D-12;
R=1.0;
A=PI*(R**2) ;
M=0.0254;
KK=(1/(W*E0*A*M) )*GAP;
//
// STRAYS AND RESIDUALS
//
Z3=( .049+J*5.4095)*K;
Y2=(-9.2D-06+J*4.7702D-03)*K;
Zl=(. 6+J*l-3192)*K;
//
// (fringe cap)
//
CF1=5.9D-13;
CF2=8.4D-13;
FOR 1=1:89, IF GAP(I) > 0.100, CF(I)=CF1: .
ELSE CF(I)=CF2;
YCF=-(J*W*CF)
'
;
//
// GENERATE DATA
ZT=(Z1-(ZM-Z3K*(K+Y2.*Z1))./(Y2.*(ZM-Z3)-K);
YT=(K) ./(ZT);
YX=YT-YCF;
K1=(KK.*IMAG(YX))'
;
11=( K.*REAL(YX))'
:
//
// OUTPUT MATRIX
//
K0=[DATA,K1,K11]
A4-1
APPENDIX V
Table of Sample Thickness Measurements
Sample I.D. Thickness Thickness Thickness Thickness Average
Loc#l Loc#2 Loc # 3 Loc #4 Thickness
4% FLAKE
Sample #1 0.165 0.161 0.163 0.164 0.163
#2 0.161 0.160 0.159 0.163 0.161
#3 0.164 0.159 0.164 0.162 0.162
#4 0.161 0.163 0.160 0.160 0.161
#5 0.165 0.162 0.162 0.162 0.163
#6 0.165 0.159 0.162 0.162 0.162
11% FLAKE
Sample #1 0.163 0.160 0.161 0.158 0.161
#2 0.167 0.162 0.160 0.162 0.163
#3 0.167 0.164 0.162 0.162 0.164
#4 0.164 0.160 0.163 0.160 0.162
#5 0.164 0.161 0.160 0 160 0.161
#6 0.165 0.161 0.161 0.162 0.162
18% FLAKE
Sample #1 0.167 0.161 0.162 0.161 0.163
#2 0.167 0.162 0.160 0.160 0.162
#3 0.167 0.159 0.162 0.162 0.163
#4 0.166 0.161 0.160 0.162 0.162
#5 0.167 0.162 0.163 0.160 0.163
#6 0.164 0.159 0.163 0.161 0.162
Table A-V.l: Sanple Thickness MBasurements
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APPENDIX V
Table of Sample Thickness Measurements
Sample I.D. Thickness Thickness Thickness Thickness Average
Loc# 1 Loc #2 Loc #3 Loc #4 Thickness
PURE STYRENE
Sample #1 0.159 0.159 0.158 0.159 0.159
#2 0.159 0.159 0.159 0.159 0.159
#3 0.157 0.158 0.158 0.158 0.158
4% POWDER
Sample #1 0.160 0.158 0.159 0.162 0.160
#2 0.163 0.161 0.163 0.162 0.162
#3 0.162 0.159 0.165 0.163 0.162
#4 0.162 0.163 0.162 0.165 0.163
#5 0.161 0.163 0.161 0.163 0.162
#6 0.160 0.163 0.164 0.164 0.163
11% POWDER
Sample #1 0.158 0.158 0.160 0.161 0.159
#2 0.157 0.158 0.157 0.160 0.158
#3 0. 160 0.160 0.159 0.161 0.160
#4 0.159 0.160 0.160 0.160 0. 160
#5 0.159 0.158 0.159 0.160 0.159
#6 0. 160 0.162 0.163 0.160 0.161
18% POWDER
Sample #1 0.159 0.159 0.159 0.159 0.159
#2 0.159 0.159 0.159 0.160 0.159
#3 0.160 0.159 0.161 0.160 0.160
#4 0.160 0.161 0.162 0.161 0. 161
#5 0.160 0.163 0.160 0.160 0.161
#6 0.160 0.162 0.161 0.158 j 0.160
Table A-V.l: Sample Thickness Measurements
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Table of Sample Thickness Measurements
Sample I.D. Thickness Thickness Thickness Thickness Average
Loc# 1 Loc #2 Loc #3 Loc #4 Thickness
4% NEEDLE
Sample #1 0.160 0.163 0.162 0.163 0.162
#2 0.160 0.158 0.160 0.162 0.160
#3 0.160 0.163 0.164 0.161 0.162
#4 0.159 0.164 0.159 0.159 0.160
#5 0.152 0.159 0.160 0.163 0.161
#6 0.158 0.157 0.160 0.159 0.159
11% NEEDLE
Sample #1 0.160 0.160 0.163 0.164 0.162
#2 0. 148 0.160 0.160 0.161 0.157
#3 0.165 0.160 0.163 0.162 0.163
#4 0.160 0.164 0.162 0.164 0.163
#5 0.158 0.163 0.164 0.163 0.162
#6 0.160 0.162 0.160 0.161 0.161
18% NEEDLE
Sample #1 0. 161 0.159 0.159 0.159
0. 160
#2 0.159 0.162 0.160 0.159 0.160
#3 0. 160 0.162 0.163 0.161 0.162
#4 0.163 0.161 0.160 0.159
0.161
#5 0.162 0.158 0.162 0.160
0.161
#6 0.159 0.159 0.163 0.159
0.160
Table A-V.l: Sample Thickness Measurements
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Table of Sample Density and
Corresponding Volume Fraction
of Aluminum Filler
Sample I.D. Weight Weight Density Volume
in Air in water (g/cc) percent
(g) (g) aluminum
PURE STYRENE
Thin 1 3.3100 0.1652 1.053
2 3.2872 0.1477 1.047
3 3.3047 0.1593 1.051
Thick 1 6.7980 0.3015 1.046
2 6.0767 0.2609 1.045
3 8.4933 0.3491 1.043
4 4.6242 0.1935 1.044
4% POWDER
Thin 1 3.5600 0.3273 1.101 3.7
2 3.5611 0.3425 1.106 4.0
3 3.5624 0.3557 1.111 4.3
Thick 1 10.0538 0.9492 1.104 3.8
2 10.0537 0.9594 1.106 4.0
3 10.0437 0.9484 1.104 3.8
4% NEEDLE
Thick 1
2
3
10.1530
10.1500
10.1469
1.0355
1 0473
1.0494
1.114
1.115
1.115
4.4
4.5
4.5
4% FLAKE
Thick 1
2
3
10.1490
10.1610
10.0989
1.0409
1.0524
0.9681
1 114
1.116
1.106
4.4
4.6
4.0
11% POWDER
Thin 1
2
3
3.8024
3.8588
3.8027
0.5893
0.6225
0.6059
1.183
1.192
1.190
8.6
9.1
9.0
Thick 1
2
3
sample #4
sample #6
10.0538
10.0537
10.0437
9.6620
9.4901
0.9492
0.9594
0.9494
1.5670
1.3703
1.104
1.106
1.104
1.194
1.167
8.8
9.1
5.7
9.2
7.6
Table A-VI.l: Sample Densityr
Measurements
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Table of Sample Density and
Corresponding Volume Fraction
of Aluminum Filler
Sample I.D. Weight
in Air
(g)
Weight
in water
(g)
Density
(g/cc)
Volume
percent
aluminum
11% NEEDLE
Thick 1
2
3
sample #5
sample #6
11% FLAKE
Thick 1
2
3
sample #4
sample #5
sample #6
18% POWDER
Thick 1
2
3
sample #3
sample #6
18% NEEDLE
Thick 1
10.9865
11.0452
10.8147
9.2441
9.6647
10. 5164
10. 8846
10. 1084
9 8384
9 6561
9 7428
11 2910
11 3277
11 3325
9 .7801
10 .0681
11.4417
2 11.7629
3 11.4010
4 11.3391
sample #2
sample #3
10.1394
10.2078
18% FLAKE
Thick 1
2
11.3517
11.3201
3 11.4940
4 11.3574
sample #2
sample #4
sample #6
9.7647
10.1938
9.8084
1.8237
1.8950
1.6820
1.1752
1.5875
1. 3740
1. 7458
1. 7265
1. 6808
1. 5876
1. 6153
2 1658
2 1921
2 1969
1 6599
1 9544
2 .3302
1 .6219
2 .2760
2 .2260
2 .0887
2 .0787
2.2513
2.1701
2.2901
2.2699
1.5812
1.9756
1.6335
1.199
1.207
1.184
1.146
1.197
1. 150
1. 191
1. 206
1. 206
1 197
1. 199
] 237
1 240
1 241
1 204
1 241
1 .256
1 .160
1 .249
1 .244
1 .259
1 .256
9.5
10.0
8.6
6.3
9.4
6. 6
9. 0
9. 9
9. 9
9. 4
9. 5
11 8
12 0
12 0
9 8
12 0
12 .9
7 .2
12 .5
12 .2
13 . 1
12 .9
1.247 12.4
1.237 11.8
1.249 12.5
1.2450 12.6
1.193 9.2
1.240 12.0
1.200 9.6
Table A-VI.l: Sample Density
Measurements
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APPENDIX VII
Reproductions of Magnified Photographs
of Sample Cross-sections for 4.2
Percent Powder, Needle, Flake
MM
^w9kM
Ms
iliff illliJilt
|Hk 1 ...Js
wtSt
ifpsll :
1 '
llrlli
0.05 inch
0.063 Inch Thick, 4% Powder Filled Sample
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APPENDIX VII
Reproductions of Magnified Photographs
of Sample Cross-sections for 4.2
Percent Powder, Needle, Flake
I
Wi
m. in
0.05 inch
0.063 Inch Thick, 4% Needle Filled
Sample
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APPENDIX VII
Reproductions of Magnified Photographs
of Sample Cross-sections for 4.2
Percent Powder, Needle, Flake
0.05 inch
0.063 Inch Thick, 4% Flake Filled
Sample
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APPENDIX VII
Reproductions of Magnified Photographs
of Sample Cross-sections for 4.2
Percent Powder, Needle, Flake
Ilil
f i
-llyliijL
^^^r:^^^^^
waLm
mursb
sMP'S
JiPitW-^i^ir^'
1
liilp
Ti
;
-
:liil
& .
X' 1111111
0.05 inch
0.163 Inch Thick, 4% Powder Filled Sample
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APPENDIX VII
Reproductions of Magnified Photographs
of Sample Cross-sections for 4.2
Percent Powder, Needle, Flake
0.05 inch
0.163 Inch Thick, 4% Needle Filled Sample
A7-5
APPENDIX VII
Reproductions of Magnified Photographs
of Sample Cross-sections for 4.2
Percent Powder, Needle, Flake
I 0.0b inch '
0.163 Inch Thick, 4% Flake Filled Sample
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Tables of Calculated Dielectric Properties at Four
Measurement Frequencies (0.45, 10.0, 28.0, 100.0 MHz)
for Three Filler Shapes (powder, needle, flake) and
Four Filler Volume Fractions (0.0, 0.042, 0.087, 0.116)
450 KHz.
POWDER
POWDER
DIELECTRIC CONSTANTK'
0% 4.2% 8.7% 11.6%
llll |
2.602 2.969 3.864
2.609 2.966 3.836
2.598 2.965 3.784 (2)
2.607 2.982 3.869
1 2.602 2.968 3.739
1 >. fin 2.959 3.897
1
LOSS FACTOR K"
0.00007 0.00045 0.00416
0.00007 0.00045 0.00260
0.00007 0.00045 0.00293 (2)
(1) 0.00045 0.00378
0.00028 0.00045 0.00216
0.00007 | 0.00045 0.00382
10 MHz.
POWDER
POWDER
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
K'
0%
0.00023
0.00022
(1)
(1)
(1)
fl nnn7i
4.2%
2.972
2.969
2.968
2.986
2.971
2.962
8.7%
3.863
3.837
3.785
3.867
3.762
3.894
LOSS FACTOR
K"
0.00032
(1)
0.00033
0.00029
0.00033
n.nno35
0 00302
0 00136
0 00227
0 00387
0 .00066
o .00386
11.6%
Table A-VIII.l Data for
K'
, K\ Thin and Thick Samples
for 4
Frequencies, 3 Loading Percents, and 3 Loading
Shapes
"Thin" (0.063 INCH THICK) SAMPLES (18 samples tested)
(l) Neqative Values were Measured
and Calculated.
2 Samples Exhibited
Electrical Continuity and Gave
Nondielectric (Inductive) Results.
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Tables of Calculated Dielectric Properties at Four
Measurement Frequencies (0.45, 10.0, 28.0, 100.0 MHz)
for Three Filler Shapes (powder, needle, flake) and
Four Filler Volume Fractions (0.0, 0.042, 0.087, 0.116)
28 MHz.
POWDER
POWDER
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT K'
0% 4.2% 8.7% 11.6%
2.607
2.614
2.603
2.630
2.608
2.615
2.976
2.972
2.972
2.987
2.976
2.963
3.873
3.840
3.788
3.873
3.768
3.899
(2)
LOSS FACTOR K"
0.00068
0.00034
0.00034
0.00046
0.00068
1 0.00057
0.00095
0.00053
0.00081
0.00068
0.00095
0.00095
0.00441
0.00308
0.00425
0.00569
0.00217
0.00662
(2)
. . 1
100 MHz.
POWDER
POWDER
DB
0%
ELECTRIC
4.2%
CONSTA]
8.7%
MTK'
11.6%
2.605
2.611
2.620
2.627
2.605
2.613
2.976
2.972
2.972
2.986
2.976
2.962
3.882
3.850
3.795
3.881
3.778
3.908
(2)
LOSS FACTOR K"
0.00045
(1)
0.00005
0.00044
0.00037
n. 00045
0.00122
(1)
0.00044
0.00033
0.00122
0.00054
0.00791
0.00485
0.00607
0.00896
0.00316
0.01103
(2)
Table A-VIII.l: Data for
K'
,
K"
,
Thin and Thick Samples for 4
(Continued) Frequencies, 3 Loading Percents,
and 3 Loading
Shapes
"Thin" (0.063 INCH THICK) SAMPLES (18 samples tested)
(1) Negative Values were Measured and Calculated.
(2) Samples Exhibited Electrical Continuity
and Gave
Nondielectric (Inductive) Results.
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Tables of Calculated Dielectric Properties at Four
Measurement Frequencies (0.45, 10.0, 28.0, 100.0 MHz)
for Three Filler Shapes (powder, needle, flake) and
Four Filler Volume Fractions (0.0, 0.042, 0.087. 0.116)
450 KHz.
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
Table A-VIII.l:
(Continued)
DE
0%
ELECTRIC CONSTA
4.2% 8.7%
NTK'
11.6%
2.555
2.544
2.545
(1)
(1)
(1)
2.950
2.844
2.960
2.858
2.944
2.993
3.444
3.593
3.588
3.658
3.597
3.370
4.046
4.029
3.702
3.745
3.866
4.082
2.555
2.544
2.545
(1)
(1)
(1)
3.546
3.586 |
3.537
3.450
3.515
3.517
CD
5.367
8.781
5.214
4.352
(2)
7.988
3.804
8.254
4.380
7.130
6.249
2.555
2.544
1 2.545
(1)
(1)
(I)
3.591
3.589
3.602
3.637
3.702
3.612
5.735
12.449
2.618
(2)
4.250
1.051
21.242
6.997
11.175
176.160
13.575
1.889
LOSS FACTOR K"
0.00181
0.00181
0.00179
(1)
(1)
(1)
0.00152
'
0.00184
0.00184
0.00185
0.00184
0.00185
0.00180
0.00179
0.00179
0.00182
0.00180
0.00183
O.OOIHO
0.00180
0.00182
0.00183
0.00183
0.00181
0.00181
0.00181
0.00179
(1)
(1)
(1)
0.00184
0.00182
0.00184
0.00182
0.00183
0.00180
(2)
0.00178
0.02573
0.00335
0.00273
(2)
666.02
2510.6
477.08
2916.7
1024.5
2199.6
0.00181
0.00181
0.00179
(1)
(1)
(1)
0.00185
0.00183
0.00184
0.00183
0.00185
0.00184
0.01471
1301.2
2775.2
(2)
2889.5
4303.9
25.823
858.56
826.79
15714
7633.6
3227.4
Data for
K'
, K", Thin and Thick Samples for 4
Frequencies, 3 Loading Percents, and 3 Loading
Shapes
"Thick" (0.163 INCH THICK) SAMPLES
(D
(2)
Only Three, Thick (0.163"), Pure
Polystyrene
Samples were Tested; 6 samples each of 4.2% powder,
8 1% powder, etc. - 57 samples total were tested.
Samples Exhibited Electrical Continuity and Gave
Nondielectric (Inductive) Results.
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APPENDIX VIII
Tables of Calculated Dielectric Properties at Four
Measurement Frequencies (0.45, 10.0, 28.0, 100.0 MHz)
for Three Filler Shapes (powder, needle, flake) and
Four Filler Volume Fractions (0.0, 0.042, 0.087, 0.116)
10 MHz.
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
Table A-VIII.l:
(Continued)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT K'
0% 4.2% 8.7% 11.6%
2.556 2.951 3.444 4.04y
2.546 2.846 3.596 4.033
2.547 2.963 3.594 3.703
(1) 2.859 3.659 3.746
(1) 2.945 3.602 3.871
m 2.996 3.372 4.085
2.556 3.54y U; (2)
2.546 3.591 5.372 j 4.361
2.547 3.539 8.740 8.375
(1) 3.451 5.214 S 4.831
(1) 3.516 4.353 7.089
(1) 3.520 (2) 6.371
2.556 3.594 5.717 20.286
2.546 3.590 12.185 6.823
2.547 3.602 3.425 10.942
(1) 3.639 0.626 (2)
(1) 3.706 4.647 15.372
(1) 3.613 8. 529 3.229
LOSS FACTOR K"
0.00246 0.00252 0.00141 0.00134
0.00250 0.00228 0.00177 0.00140
0.00241 0.00265 0.00178 0.00156
(1) 0.00231 0.00172 0.00150
(1) 0.00271 0.00184 0.00102
(1) 0.00260 0.00188 0.00131
0.00246 0.00128 (2) (2)
0.00250 0.00092 0.00203 112.92
0.00241 0.00132 0.10405 21.539
(1) 0.00148 0.00310 131.41
(1) 0.00131 0.00319 46.311
(1) 0.00111 (2) 99.017
0.00246 0.00225 0.01671 2.68900
0.00250 0.00208 59.485 39.481
0.00241 0.00213 124.85 37.657
(1) 0.00189 223.86 (2)
(1) 0.00184 130.19 344.67
(1) 0.00209 0.11453 142.69
nata for K' K", Thin and Thick
Samples for 4
rfequencies, 3 loading Percents. and 3 Loadmg
Shapes
"Thick" (0.163 INCH THICK)
SAMPLES
(1)
(2)
Only Three, ^^^r^Wpo-er.
Samples were Tested 6
samples ea
^^
SilSlSlbftS- Electr c 1 Continuity and Gave
^dielectric (Inductive) Results.
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Tables of Calculated Dielectric Properties at Four
Measurement Frequencies (0.45, 10.0, 28.0, 100.0 MHz)
for Three Filler Shapes (powder, needle, flake) and
Four Filler Volume Fractions (0.0, 0.042, 0.087, 0.116)
28 MHz.
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
Table A-VIII.l
(Continued)
0%
DIELECTRIC CONSTANTK'
2.554
2.542
2.542
(1)
(1)
ill
2.554
2.542
2.542
(1)
(1)
(1)
0.001JJ
0.00056
0.00056
(1)
(1)
(1)
0. 00133
0.00056
0.00056
(1)
(1)
LU
4.2%
2.807
2.842
2.961
2.858
2.940
2.994
3.549
3.590
3.546
3.451
3.518
3.521
8.7%
3.445
3.596
3.661
3.663
3.602
3.372
~FI7~
6.160
9.126
5.478
4.362
(2)
J 596
3 594
3 607
3 644
3 709
3 614
5.778
11.822
7.083
7.583
7.157
5.970
LOSS FACTOR K"
0 00133
0 00056
0 00056
(1)
(1)
U)
0.00146
0.00148
0.00154
0.00149
0.00153
0.00156
0.00187
0.00190
0.00187
0.00182
0.00186
0.00186
0.00181
0.00191
0.00074
0.00194
0.00191
0.00177
(2)
0.15858
3.44600
0.00865
0.00239
(2)
0.00190
0.00190
0.00191
0.00193
0.00197
0.00191
0.01896
22.86
22.55
20.315
13.031
44.108
11.6%
4.053
4.031
3.707
3.747
3.873
4.087
9.306
9.341
10.731
(2)
10.054
14.232
24.598
7.552
21.520
25.741
1.165
23.028
u.uuny
0.00218
0.00197
0.00199
0.00207
0.00221
0.71112
1.00040
4.36040
(2)
18.863
10.457
TT*W
38.694
4.40300
21.123
179
43.225
Data for
K'
, K", Thin and Thick Samples for 4
Frequencies, 3 Loading Percents, and 3 Loading
Shapes
"Thick" (0.163 INCH THICK) SAMPLES
(1)
(2)
Only Three, Thick (0.163"), Pure
Polystyrene
Samples were Tested; 6 samples each of 4.2% powder,
DOWder, etc.
- 57 samples total were tested.
Samples Exhibited Electrical Continuity and
Gave
Nondielectric (Inductive) Results.
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APPENDIX VIII
Tables of Calculated Dielectric Properties at Four
Measurement Frequencies (0.45, 10.0, 28.0, 100.0 MHz)
for Three Filler Shapes (powder, needle, flake) and
Four Filler Volume Fractions (0.0, 0.042, 0.087, 0.116)
100 MHz.
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
Table A-VIII.l
(Continued)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANTK
0% 4.2% 8.7% 11.6%
2.534 2.786 3.418 4.022
2.525 2.820 3.569 4.001
2.523 2.940 3.633 3.677
(1) 2.835 3.635 3.719
(1) 2.916 3.575 3.844
(1) 2.971 3.346 4.057
2.534 3.522 (2) 9.036
2.525 3.563 6.130 8.854
2.523 3.495 8.808 10.145
(1) 3.425 5.444 (2)
m 3.4903.519 4.328(2) 9.93912.818
2.534 3.568 5.742 21.133
2.525 3.566 9.109 7.762
2.523 3.578 7.067 18.654
(1) i 3.616 7.500 24.118
(1) 3.680 7.085 2.378
(l?* 3.585 6.037 22.043
LOSS FACTOR K"
0.00210 0.00257 0.00231 0.00110
0.00158 0.00260 0.00141 0.00300
0.00156 0.00256 0.00142 0.00138
(1) 0.00262 0.00224 0.00138
(1) 0.00319 0.00306 0.00218
(1) 0.00257 0.00164 0.00206
0.00210 0.00313 (2) 0.50432
0.00158 0.00308 0.05745 0.55423
0.00156 0.00307 1.78250 1.71450
(1) 0.00310 0.01361 (2)
(1) 0.00233 0.00616 5.71000
(1) 0.00313 (2) 5.01940
0.00210 0.00556
'
0.03374 y. y ?y bu
0.00158 0.00391 8.73360 10.766
0.00156 0.00716 6.44270 3.70060
(1) 0.00474 5.86430 10.217
(1) 0.00564 3.80100 48.508
(1) 0.00474 12.369 17.752
Data for
K'
, K", Thin and Thick Samples for
4
Frequencies, 3 Loading Percents, and 3 Loading
Shapes
"Thick" (0.163 INCH THICK) SAMPLES
(1)
(2)
Only Three, Thick (0.163"). Pure
Polystyrene
Samples were Tested; 6 samples each of 4.2% powder,
p 7* nnwripr etc - 57 samples total were tested.
SampleTExhibited Electrical Continuity and Gave
Nondielectric (Inductive) Results.
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APPENDIX VIII
Tables of Calculated Dielectric Properties at Four
Measurement Frequencies (0.45, 10.0, 28.0, 100.0 MHz)
for Three Filler Shapes (powder, needle, flake) and
Four Filler Volume Fractions (0.0, 0.042, 0.087, 0.116)
POWDER
POWDER
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT K'
0% 4.2% 8.7% 11.6%
2. 61/. 01
2. 61/. 01
2. 61/. 01
2. 61/. 01
2. 97/. 01
2. 97/. 01
2. 97/. 01
2. 97/. 01
3. 83/. 06
3. 84/. 05
3. 84/. 05
3. 85/. 05
(1)
LOSS FACTOR K"
.003/. 001
.003/. 001
.004/. 002
.007/. 003
(1)
Table A-VIII.2: Average and
Standard Deviations for Data in
Table A-VIII.l
"Thin" (0.063 INCH THICK) SAMPLES
Samples Exhibited Nondielectric
Response
Average/Standard Deviation for 450 KHz
Average/Standard Deviation for 10 MHz
Average/Standard Deviation for 28 MHz
Average/Standard Deviation for 100 MHz
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APPENDIX VIII
Tables of Calculated Dielectric Properties at Four
Measurement Frequencies (0.45, 10.0, 28.0, 100.0 MHz)
for Three Filler Shapes (powder, needle, flake) and
Four Filler Volume Fractions (0.0, 0.042, 0.087, 0.116)
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
Table A-VIII.2
(Continued)
DIELECTRIC CONSTA
0% 4.2% 8.7%
NTK'
11.6%
2. 55/. 01
2. 55/. 01
2. 55/. 01
2. 53/. 01
2. 93/. 06
2. 93/. 06
2. 90/. 08
2. 88/. 07
3. 54/. 11
3. 55/. 11
3. 56/. 12
3.53/. 12
3. 91/. 16
3. 92/. 17
3. 92/. 17
3. 89/. 16
2. 55/. 01
2. 55/. 01
2. 55/. 01
2. 53/. 01
3. 53/. 05
3. 53/. 05
3. 53/. 05
3. 50/. 05
5.93/1.95
5.92/1.93
6.28/2.04
6.18/1.90
6.30/1.86
6.21/1.64
10.7 /2.0
10.2 /1.6
2. 55/. 01
2. 55/. 01
2. 55/. 01
2. 53/. 01
3. 62/. 04
3. 62/. 04
3. 63/. 04
3. 60/. 04
5.22/4.41
5.86/4.05
7.57/2.20
7.09/1.20
38.5/67.8
11.3/6.8
20.1/8.8
16.0/8.8
LOSS FACTOR K"
.002/-C1)
.01/. 01
.03/. 05
.90/1-7
.47/. 88
1632/1037
82/46
7.1/7.7
2.7/2.5
.005/. 001
2254/1648
90/87
20/14
6.2/4.2
4714/6061
114/140
51/64
17/16
Average and Standard Deviations for Data in
Table A-VIII.l
'(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
"Thick" (0.163 INCH THICK) SAMPLES
(1) Values Represent Instrument
Resolution Limits
(2) Average/Standard Deviation for 450 KHz
(3) Average/Standard Deviation for 10 MHz
(4) Average/Standard Deviation for 28
"
(5) Average/Standard Deviation for
A8-8
MHz
100 MHz
APPENDIX IX
Table of Properties of Altered Polystyrene
for Three Fillers (Aluminum, 316-stainless Steel, Graphite)
Filler Property
Material
Aluminum Volume Fraction
Weight Fraction
Density (Kg/m )
a
0.042 0.087 0.116
(needle / 0.103 0.199 0.255
flake ) 1110 1185 1234
O (3)
Specific Heat (J/Kg-K ) 1977 1862 1795
Thermal Conductivity
(W/m-K J41
0.21 0.29 0.34
~ . (5)
Dielectric Constant 4.39 8.01 11.92
Loss Factor 0.093 0.36 0.74
316 Volume Fraction 0.042 0.087 0.116
Stainless Weight Fraction 0.252 0.423 0.502
Steel
3 ra
Density (Kg/m ) 1332 1646 1847
(needle /
flake)
O (3)
Specific Heat (J/Kg-K )
0(4)
Thermal Condlctlvity (W/m-K )
1697
0.21
1423
0.27
1297
0.32
(5)
Dielectric Constant 4.19 7.24 10.4
(5)
Loss Factor 0.11 0.39 0.76
Graphite Volume Fraction 0.042 0.087 0.116
(needle /
( D
Weight FracUon 0.065 0.131 0.172
flake) 3 caDensity (Kg/m ) 1066 1093 1111
0 (3)
Specific Heat (J/Kg-K ) 2012 1924 1868
0(4)
Thermal Condlctlvity (W/m-K )
0.21 0.28 0.34
(5)
Dielectric Constant 3.97 6.45 8.87
(5)
Loss Factor 0.118 0.41 0.76
Table IX. 1: Properties of Altered
Polystyrene
(D Calculated from
Expression ii-^l
(2) Calculated from
Expression ii.i
(3) Calculated from
Expression u-^ _
(4) Calculated from
Expression n ii . t>
(5) Calculated from
Expression 11.10 with p-0.054
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Table of Mechanical Strength Testing Data
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
TENSILE STRENGTH
0% 4.2% 8.7% 11.6%
6880.
6720.
6592.
6672.
6640.
6672.
5712.
5840.
5856.
5488.
5728.
5776.
5072.
5104.
5072.
5088.
5072.
5120.
4832.
4848.
4880.
4800.
4896.
4880.
6880.
6720.
6592.
6672.
6640.
6672.
5728.
5920.
5840.
5696.
5904.
5728.
5040.
5536.
5504.
5632.
5536.
5632.
5392.
5408.
5408.
5520.
5472.
5376.
6880.
6720.
6592.
6672.
6640.
6672.
5808.
5440.
5408.
5488.
5280.
5680.
5040.
5056.
4640.
4800.
5280.
5040.
4880.
4800.
4480.
4320.
4736.
46B8.
MODULUS
465116.
467836.
467836.
514469.
526316.
519480.
611621.
588235.
583942.
641025.
661157.
630914.
465116.
467836.
467836.
539447.
560224.
650406.
695652.
718778.
673400.
843882.
733945.
788177.
465116.
467836.
467836.
575539.
642570.
583942.
817996.
765550.
843882.
890869.
909090.
870714.
Table A-X.l: Mechanical Testing Data (6 samples each of 0%
powder, 4.2% powder, etc.
- 60 samples total were
tested).
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Table of Mechanical Strength Testing Data
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
POWDER
NEEDLE
FLAKE
FLEXURES
0% 4.2%
TRENGTF
8.7%
[
11.6%
III Hi !" II
13402.
13670.
13709.
13594.
14208.
14016.
10176.
9600.
9753.
10598.
9869.
9907.
9216.
9446.
9715.
9600.
9292.
9292.
8947.
9024.
9024.
8947.
9101.
8678.
13402.
13670.
13709.
13594.
! 14208.
14016.
11328.
10790.
10982.
11251.
11405.
11021.
10253.
10445.
10675.
10445.
10637.
10138.
10867.
10291.
10483.
10752.
10752.
10876.
13402.
13670.
13709.
13594.
14208.
14016.
11136.
10905.
10445.
10905.
10944.
10714.
10099.
10061.
1 10061.
10637.
9907.
9485.
9408.
10138.
9715.
10176.
9869.
10061.
MODULUS
443770.
460224.
445217.
491717.
487619.
497691.
538947.
521783.
525425.
574474.
568888.
568888.
443770.
460224.
445217
508820.
499512.
493493.
589353.
593623.
586819.
658521.
671475.
679270.
*
443770.
460224.
445217.
525128.
518481.
528516.
694237.
673684.
677024.
731429.
738018.
738018.
Table A-X.l
(Continued)
Mechanical Testing Data (6 samples
each of
powder, 4.2% powder,
etc. - 60 samples total
were tested).
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APPENDIX XI
Control-C Programs for Calculating
Theoretical Dielectric Properties
DIELECTRIC MIXTURE
(FRAME & TEDFORD, FEB., 1986)
(aluminum & styrene)
(needle)
INITIALIZATIONS
//
//
//
//
X=.0l;
Y=.0118;
Z=.0006;
//
(flake)
INITIALIZATIONS
// (powder)
//
// INITIALIZATIONS
//
x= 0047;
Y=. 0047;
Z=. 0047;
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
X=.002.3;
Y=.0023;
Z=.035;
//
J=SQRT(-1) ;
F=1.0D+08;
E0=8.8542D-12;
COND2-3.0D+07;
Kl=2.55;
NFTS=101;
VFHI=1.0;
VFLO=0 . 0 ;
CK1=0.0+J*5QRT(3);
DVF=(VFHI-VFLO)/(NPTS-l);
//
// GENERATE DATA
//
M=Y/X;
K=Z/X;
W=2*PI*F;
WE0=W*E0;
RV2=l/COND2;
//
// DEPOLARIZATION
//
IF K > 1, A=l/KA+K*LOG(K+SQRT(-KA) )/( (-KA)**1.5)
ELSE A=1/KA-K*ATAN( SORT (KA)/K)/(KA**1.5)
//
// TEMP FOR POWDER
//A=l/3;
//
// FOR DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
//
B=(3*A+1)/(3*A*(1-A))
//
// FOR RESISTIVITY
PHI=(3*((K*M)**(2/3)))/(l+K**2+M**2)
FOR 1=2:100. VF(I)=VFLO+(I-l)*DVF; ...
KK1(I)=K1/((1-VF(I))**B);
CM(I, : )=[2 -3 0 VF(I)]; . .
C(I, : )=CONJ((ROOT(CM(I, :)))');
C2 ( I * ) -C ( I * ) #C ( I ")"
FOR J=ll3, GV(I,J)=(C2(I.J)*(VF(I)**(l+PHI*(VF(I>**(-2/3)))))/RV2;
KK11(I,J)=GV(I,J)/WE0; ...
OUT=[VF' KK1' KK11];
OUTS=OUT(2:21, : );
VFS=OUTS( : ,1);
KK1S=0UTS( : ,2);
KKllSrOUTS(:
,5);
TFT=[VFS,KK1S,KK11S];
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APPENDIX XI
Control-C Programs for Calculating
Theoretical Dielectric Properties
// DIELECTRIC MIXTURE
//
// (LICHTENECKER)
//
// (ALUMINUM)
//
# NEEDLE ;; flake 7/ powder
5=--71 P=-37 P="0-333
F(l)=4.5D+05; "
F(2)=1.0D+08;
//
J=SQRT(-1);
E2=2.55-J*1.5D-04;
COND1=3.0D+07;
E0=8.8542D-12;
FOR M=l:2, W(M)=2*PI*F(M) ; ...
El(M)=1.0-J*CONDl/(W(M)*E0) ; ...
FOR 1=1:101, V1(I)=(I-1)*.01;
V2(I)=1-V1(I); ...
E(I,M)=(V1(I)*(E1(M)**P)+V2(I)*(E2**P))**(1/P);
K145=REAL(E(: ,1));
K1145=-IMAG(E(: ,1));
K1100=REAL(E(: ,2));
K11100 = -IMAG(E(: ,2));
FOR 1=1:101, KM45(I)=SQRT(K145(I)**2+K1145(I)**2); ..
KTN45(I)=K1145(I)/K145(I); ...
KM100(I)=SQRT(K1100(I)**2+K11100(I)**2);
KTN100(I)=K11100(I)/K1100(I);
V1S=V1(1:21);
K145S=K145(1:21);
K1145S=K1145(1:21);
KM45S=KM45(1:21);
KTN45S=KTN45(1:21);
K1100S=K1100(1:21);
K11100S=K11100(1:21);
KM100S=KM100(1:21) ;
KTN100S=KTN100(1:21) ;
OUTS=[V1S,K145S,K1145S,KM45S,KTN45S,K1100S,K11100S,KM100S,KTN100S]
TL=[K14 5s[k11455,K1100S,K11100S] ;
TLM=[KM45S,KTN45S,KM100S,KTN100S];
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Control-C Programs for Calculating
Theoretical Dielectric Properties
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF A MIXTURE
(KISDNASAMY & NEELAKANTASWAMY, FEB., 1984)
INTEGER IN,OUT,NPTSF,NPTSV,I,J
DOUBLE FRECISION PI,PI2,FREQLO,FREQHI
DOUBLE PRECISION REl ( 600 ) , RE2( 600 ) , IME2( 600 ) , FREQ(600 )
DOUBLE PRECISION WFREQ(600 ) ,DF,F,W,E0 , CONDI
DOUBLE PRECISION V10( 150) ,FREQ0(600 ) ,RE0(600, 150) , IME0(600, 150 )
DOUBLE PRECISION VLO, VHI , V,DV,M
DOUBLE PRECISION CRE1 , IME1 ( 600 ) , CRE2 , CIME2 , VI ( 150 )
DOUBLE PRECISION V2(150) ,RE(600, 150) , IME(600, 150)
COMPLEX* 16 E , El , E2 , IMW , E3 , E1V2 , XN , XD , X , EN , ED
INITIALIZATIONS
NEEDLE
M=3.2
VLO=0.0
VHI=1.0
PI=3. 141592654
PI2=2.*PI
FREQ(l)=4.5D+05
FREQ(2)=1.0D+07
FREQ(3)=2.8D+07
FREQ(4)=1.0D+08
IN = 5
OUT =6
NPTSV=101
E0=8.8542D-12
CREl=1.0D+00
CRE2=2.55D+00
CIME2=1.5D-04
COND1=3.0D+07
C
C
C
FLAKE
M=3.4
C
c
c
POWDER
M=1.0
CREATE OUTPUT FILE FOR PLOT DATA
)
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Theoretical Dielectric Properties
c
C DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF A MIXTURE (Continued)
C
C (KISDNASAMY & NEELAKANTASWAMY, FEB., 1984)
C
c
C GENERATE DATA
C
DV=(VHI-VLO)/(NPTSV-l)
DO 10 1=1,4
F=FREQ(I)
W=PI2*F
IME1 ( I ) =-CONDl/(W*E0 )
1=DCMPLX(CRE1 , IME1 ( I ) )
E2=DCMPLX( CRE2 , CIME2 )
DO 20 J=1,NPTSV
V=VLO+(J-l)*DV
V1(J)=V
V2(J)=1.0-V
E3=(E1**V1(J))*(E2**V2(J) )
E1V2=E1*V2(J)
XN=M*(E3*(E1V2+E2*V1(J))-E1*E2)
XD=E2*(E1V2*V1(J)-E3)
X=XN/XD
EN=E1*E2*(1+X*V1(J) )+(E2**2)*X*V2(J)
ED=E1V2+E2*(X+V1(J) )
E=EN/ED
RE(J,I)=DREAL(E)
IME(J,I)=-DIMAG(E)
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
C
C SAVE THE DATA IN A FILE FOR PLOTTING
C
DO 50 1=1,4
FREQ0(I)=FREQ(I)
DO 60 J=1,NPTSV
V10(J)=V1(J)
RE0(J,I)=RE(J,I)
IME0(J,D=IME(J,I)
60 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,25)(FREQ0(J).J=1,4)
25 FORMAT(23X.G14.5.15X.G14 5
15X.G14 5.15X G14 5)
WRITE(10,26)(V10(J),(RE0(J,I).IME0(J,I),I-l,4),J-l,NPloV)
26 FORMAT (9G14. 5)
STOP
END
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Control-C Programs for Calculating Temperature
Rise of Composite from Dielectric Heating
PEAK TEMPERATURE RISE
(aluminum & styrene)
INITIALIZATIONS
shape factor
.054;
GRAPHITE
//
//
//
//
//
//
DEFF THRM;
//
//
//
//
//
//
P=
//
T=0.5
V=500. ;
F=1.0D+08;
J=SQRT(-1);
E0=8.8542D-12;
W=2*PI*F;
TS=70. ;
//
// ALUMINUM
//
Dl=2720. ;
Kl=176;
Cl =941. ;
KR1=1.0;
KIl=3.42D+07/(W*E0)
KK1=KR1-J*KI1;
//
// STYRENE
//
D2 = 1040. ;
K2=.15;
C2 =2100. ;
KR2 =2.55;-
KI2=1.5D-04;
KK2=KR2-J*KI2;
//
A=2.*4.*(0. 0254**2) ;
TK=0. 02*0. 0254;
FOR 1 =1-21, X1(I) =
(I-D*
D(I)=(X1(I)*D1+X2(I)*D2);
xx=xi ( I ) ;
K(I)=THRM(K1,K2,XX)
C(I)
KK(I)
KR(I)=REAL(KK(D);
KI(I)=-IMAG(KK(D); ,,,
KFfIl-fTK/(4.*K(I)*A))*(9/5):
S I = 4 *K(I))/(Dd)*(TK**2)*C(I))
PL(I)=((V**2)*W*E0*KI(I)*A)/TK;
...
IF PL(I)>5000. PL(I)=5000; KT
T)).
FOR 1 =1:21, TP(I)=TS+rUM X )*iu\
" 1 }*
,;,,, nwoncTv
?ITLEr DIELECTRIC HEATING OF A THIN
ssESi-.sri.c.B.iti.B.n.iF]
//
//
//
Dl-1650.
Kl=165.
Cl=753.
KR1-1.0,
KIl=6.0D+04/(W*E0)
KK1=KR1-J*KI1;
//
// STYRENE
//
D2=1040. ;
K2=.15;
C2=2100. ;
KR2=2.55;
KI2=1.5D-04;
KK2=KR2-J*KI2;
//
01; X2(I)=1.-X1(D
;THRM(K1, , ; .
- ( C1*D1*X1 ( I ) +C2*D2*X2 ( I ) ) /D(
I ) j
,= X1(I)*(KK1**P)+X2(1)*(KK2**P)) )**(1/P)
316 STAINLESS STEEL
//
//
//
Dl=8000. ;
Kl=16.2;
Cl=500. ;
KR1=1.0;
KIl=1.35D+06/(W*E0)
KK1=KR1-J*KI1;
//
// STYRENE
//
D2=1040. ;
K2=.15;
C2 =2100. ;
KR2=2.55;
KI2=1.5D-04;
KK2=KR2-J*KI2;
//
'SHEET COMPOSITE' )
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Rise of Composite from Dielectric Heating
//[A]=THRM(K1,K2,XX)
//
// THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF DIELECTRIC MIXTURE
//
// (LEWIS & NIELSEN)
//
// SHAPE FACTOR
//
ANF=8.38;
//
//
XX1K=XX* ( 1 . 0+0 . 879*XX) ;
BNF=(K1-K2)/(K1+ANF*K2); . .
KNF=K2*( 1 . 0+ANF*BNF*XX)/( 1 . 0-XXlK*BNF) ;
A=KNF;
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